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Abstract: In an access control scheme, a deployed sensor node
proves its identity to its neighbor nodes through authentication
and also proves that it has the proper right to access the sensor
network. After successful authentication, the shared secret keys
should be established between a deployed sensor node and its
neighbor nodes to protect communications. In a wireless sensor
network, we often require deployment of new nodes to extend
the lifetime of the network because sensor network may be lost
due to power exhaustion problem or malicious nodes. In order
to protect malicious nodes from joining the sensor network, ac-
cess control mechanism becomes a major challenge in the design
of sensor network protocols due to resource limitations of sen-
sor nodes. Until now, there have been ample of access control
schemes published in the literature, and each published scheme
has its own merits and demerits. In this paper, we have iden-
tified all the functionality features and security requirements
which must be satisfied for an ideal access control scheme. We
have presented and discussed the recently proposed access con-
trol schemes available so far in the literature and their crypt-
analysis. We have critically analyzed the storage, communica-
tion, computational overheads requirement, functionality and
security analysis of the existing schemes. Further, we have per-
formed formal security analysis of existing schemes using the
widely-accepted AVISPA (Automated Validation of Internet Se-
curity Protocols and Applications) tool. All the schemes are vul-
nerable to different attacks except the Zhou et al.’s scheme and
the Chatterjee et al.’s scheme. However, the Zhou et al.’s scheme
requires high storage, communication and computational cost-
s. Hence, we feel that there is a strong need to design an ideal
efficient access control scheme in future, which should meet all
the security requirements and achieve all the functionality fea-
tures.
Keywords: Wireless sensor networks, Access control, Key estab-
lishment, Authentication, Security.

I. Introduction

In a wireless sensor network (WSN), a large number of s-
mall computing nodes, called sensors or motes, are scattered
in an area (called the deployment field or target field) for
the purpose of sensing important information and transmit-
ting those sensing information to the nearby base stations
for further processing. Sensor nodes are generally deployed
densely in a close proximity to the phenomenon to be mon-
itored. A sensor node is a node in a WSN that is capable
of performing some processing, gathering sensory informa-
tion and communicating with other connected sensor nodes
in that network. Sensor nodes communicate by short range
radio communications. The base station is a computationally
well-equipped node in the network, whereas the sensor nodes
are resource-starved. The sensor nodes are usually scattered
in a sensor field (i.e., deployment area or target field) and
each of the scattered nodes has also the capabilities to col-
lect data and route data back to the base station via a multi-
hop infrastructure-less communication through other sensor
nodes.
Topology of WSN is dynamic in nature because radio range
and network connectivity changes with time. Moreover, sen-
sor nodes may expire due to battery-energy consumption and
also new sensor nodes may be needed to deploy to the net-
work in order to replace battery-exhausted nodes and mali-
cious nodes. Further, WSNs are more resource-constrained,
denser and may suffer (or take advantage) from redundant in-
formation. There are two types of WSN architectures avail-
able for wireless sensor networks: first one is the hierarchical
architecture and the other is the distributed (homogeneous)
architecture.
In a hierarchical wireless sensor network (HWSN) shown in
Figure 1, there is a hierarchy among the nodes based on their
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Figure. 1: A hierarchical wireless sensor network (HWSN)
architecture.

capabilities: base stations, cluster heads and sensor nodes.
Sensor nodes are inexpensive, have limited capability and
are generic wireless devices. Each sensor has limited bat-
tery power, memory size and data processing capability and
short radio transmission range. Sensor nodes in a cluster
(group) communicate among each other in that cluster and
finally communicate with the cluster head. Cluster heads are
more resource-rich than sensors. They may be equipped with
high power batteries, larger memory storage, powerful an-
tenna and data processing capabilities, and they can execute
relatively complicated numerical operations than sensors and
have much larger radio transmission range. Cluster head-
s can communicate with each other directly and relay data
between its cluster members and the base station. Finally, a
base station (also called the sink node) is typically a gate-
way to another network, which is treated as a powerful data
processing/storage center, or an access point for human inter-
face. The base station then collects sensor readings, performs
costly operations on behalf of sensor nodes and manages the
network. In most applications, the base station is assumed
to be trusted. As a result, the base station can also be used
as key distribution center. Sensor nodes are deployed around
one or more hop neighborhood of the base station. Since the
base station can reach all the sensor nodes in a network, de-
pending on the applications, the base station can be located
either in the center or at a corner of the network. The data
flow in such networks are of three types: pairwise (unicast)
among sensor nodes, group-wise (multicast) within a clus-
ter of sensor nodes, and network-wise (broadcast) from base
station to sensor nodes.
On the other hand, in a distributed wireless sensor network
(DWSN) shown in Figure 2, there is no fixed infrastructure
and network topology is not known prior to deployment of
the sensor nodes in the target field. The sensor nodes are
usually deployed all over the target area randomly and after
deployment sensor nodes form an infrastructure-less multi-
hop wireless communication between them and data is routed
back to the base station. The data flow in DWSN is similar
to data flow in HWSN with a difference that network-wise
(broadcast) flow takes place for every sensor node in the net-
work. More details on survey on sensor networks can be
found in [4].
There are several applications of sensor networks. In many
applications, such as target tracking, battlefield surveillance
and intruder detection, WSNs often operate in hostile and
unattended environments. Therefore, there is a strong need
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Figure. 2: A distributed wireless sensor network (DWSN)
architecture.

for protecting the sensing data and sensing readings. In wire-
less environments, an adversary not only can eavesdrop the
radio traffic, but also has the ability to intercept or interrupt
the exchanged messages. Thus, many protocols and algo-
rithms do not work in hostile environments without adequate
security measures. Hence, security becomes one of the ma-
jor concerns when there are potential attacks against sensor
networks.
Security requirements in WSNs are very similar to those of
ad-hoc networks. WSNs have the following general security
requirements [12]:

• Authentication: Authenticating other sensor nodes,
cluster heads, and base stations before granting a lim-
ited resource, or revealing information

• Integrity: Ensuring that the message or the entity under
consideration must not be altered.

• Confidentiality: Providing privacy of the wireless com-
munication channels in order to prevent false reports in-
jection.

• Availability: Ensures that the desired network services
are available even in the presence of denial of service
attacks.

• Non-repudiation: Preventing malicious nodes to hide
their activities.

• Authorization: Ensures that only the sensor nodes those
who are authorized can be involved in providing infor-
mation to network services.

• Freshness: Ensures that the data is recent and no adver-
sary can replay old messages.

As suggested in [64], apart from these security requirements,
the forward and backward secrecy can be considered when
new sensors be deployed in the network and old sensors may
fail due to energy problems.

• Forward secrecy: When a sensor node leaves the net-
work, it must not read any future messages after its de-
parture.

• Backward secrecy: When a new deployed node joins in
the network, it must not read any previously transmitted
message.

To provide the above security requirements, the key pre-
distribution method has been popularly used in the literature.
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In this method, the practical approach is to preload a set of
keying information before the deployment of sensor nodes in
the target field. After deployment, they discover their neigh-
bor nodes and then establish the secret keys between them
using the preloaded keying information. The simplest solu-
tion is deterministic approach which uses a single mission
master key for the entire network. In this case, in the key
pre-distribution phase each node is given the same mission
key before deployment in the network. After deployment,
in the key establishment phase any two neighbor nodes can
communicate securely with each other using that key. How-
ever, the main drawback of this simple approach is that the
compromise of even a single node in a network would re-
veal the secret key and thus allow decryption of all network
traffic. Another solution of this approach is to use a single
shared network-wide key to establish session keys between
any two neighbor nodes during the key establishment phase,
and then erase the network-wide key. However, the main d-
ifficulty of such a variant of the key establishment procedure
is that it does not allow deployment of new nodes after the
initial deployment in the network.
Other way to provide secure communication with the help
of random key pre-distribution approach. Eschenauer and
Gligor in 2002 first proposed a random key pre-distribution
scheme [26], which consists of the following three phases.
In the key pre-distribution phase, the (key) setup server (usu-
ally the base station) selects a large key pool consisting of
randomly generated symmetric keys. Each key is assigned
a unique identifier in the key pool. The setup server then
chooses a random subset of smaller size from the pool, called
the key ring and loads this key ring into its memory before it-
s deployment. In direct key establishment phase (also called
the shared key discovery phase), each sensor node locates al-
l its physical neighbors within its communication range. In
order to establish a secret pairwise key between two neigh-
bor nodes, they exchange the key ids from their key rings. If
there is a common key id between their key rings, the corre-
sponding key is taken as the secret key between them. Lat-
er, they use this established key for their future secure com-
munication. Nodes which discover that they have a shared
secret key in their key rings then verify that their neighbor
actually holds the key through a challenge-response proto-
col. The path key establishment phase is an optional phase,
and if executed, adds to the network connectivity of the net-
work. Suppose two neighbor nodes u and v fail to establish a
secret key between them during the direct key establishmen-
t phase, but there exists a secure path between them. Once
such a secure path is discovered, u generates a new random
key k and securely transmits it along this path to the desired
destination node v. In this way, u and v can communicate
secretly and directly using k. However, the main problem is
that the communication overhead increases significantly with
the number h of hops. For this reason, in practice, h is re-
stricted to a small value. When the key pool size is chosen
smaller, this scheme provides high network connectivity, that
is, any two neighbor nodes can establish a secret key using
their key rings with high probability. On the other hand, if
some nodes are compromised by an attacker, the probabili-
ty of compromising a secure link between any two neighbor
non-compromised nodes is also high since the key pool size

is smaller, and as a result the resilience against node capture
becomes poor. Some improved alternatives to the path key
establishment have been proposed in the literature [18], [11].
They provide better trade-offs between overheads, network
connectivity and resilience against node capture as compared
to those for the path key establishment. After that several
improvements on the basic random key distribution scheme
have been proposed in the literature, some of them are [8],
[45], [24], [16].
Several symmetric key pre-distribution and authentication
protocols have been proposed to protect sensor networks
[26], [8], [45], [24], [13], [25], [14] (see surveys [12], [64],
[69] for details). These protocols can establish symmetric
pairwise secret keys between neighbor nodes in the sensor
network with simple computations and they can reduce the
risk of entire sensor network. However, most of the protocols
can not be easily implemented as a dynamic access control
because the existing old keys as well as broadcasting mes-
sages of existing nodes may be updated once new nodes are
deployed in the network.
Access control in sensor networks is a mechanism which
allows new nodes to join the sensor network dynamically,
and key establishment is also included in their access con-
trol schemes to help the new nodes to establish shared keys
with neighbor nodes so that they can communicate securely
in future using the established keys.

A. Our Contributions

Research in access control for sensor networks has received
a little attention. Few works [72], [35], [32], [38], [33], [9]
are available in the literature to address the access control
problem. Though there is another survey [28] on access con-
trol and user authentication issues in WSNs, we expect that
this paper will provide a deep understanding of access con-
trol mechanisms in WSNs. In this survey, our contributions
are outlined below:

• We have defined the threat model under which the ac-
cess control schemes are analyzed for security require-
ments.

• We have identified the functionality and security
requirements under which existing access control
schemes are evaluated.

• We have provided a taxonomy of different security pro-
tocols in WSNs available in the literature.

• We have described the existing access control schemes
and their security drawbacks.

• We have thoroughly analyzed communication cost,
computational cost and storage requirement for all ex-
isting schemes through quantitative analysis and formu-
lated result.

• We have analyzed the existing access control schemes
for formal security verification using the widely-
accepted AVISPA model checkers in order to verify
whether they are safe against replay and man-in-the-
middle attacks.
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• Finally, we have compared overall performances of ex-
isting schemes and then we have identified that there is a
strong need to design an ideal access control scheme in
future, which should meet all the security requirements
and achieve all the functionality features.

B. Organization of the Paper

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we briefly discuss the mathematical background needed
to review the existing access control protocols in sensor net-
works. In Section III, we discuss the access control prob-
lem in wireless sensor networks and then provide the secu-
rity requirements as well as functional requirements needed
for designing an ideal access control scheme. In Section IV,
we provide the threat model used in evaluating the securi-
ty aspects of access control schemes. Taxonomy of differ-
ent security schemes is given in Section V. In Section VI.
we have reviewed in detail the different existing access con-
trol schemes and their security drawbacks. In Section VII,
we have analyzed different access control schemes for their
formal security verification using the widely-accepted AVIS-
PA tool. In Section VIII, we have thoroughly analyzed the
existing access control schemes with respect to the security
requirements as well as functional requirements needed for
designing an ideal access control scheme. Finally, we have
concluded the paper in Section IX.

II. Mathematical Preliminaries

A. Elliptic Curve over Finite Field

Let a and b ∈ Zp, where Zp = {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} and p >
3 be a prime, such that 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0 (modp). A non-
singular elliptic curve y2 = x3 + ax+ b over the finite field
GF (p) is the set Ep(a, b) of solutions (x, y) ∈ Zp × Zp to
the congruence

y2 = x3 + ax+ b (mod p),

where a and b ∈ Zp are constants such that 4a3 + 27b2 6=
0 (mod p), together with a special point O called the point
at infinity or zero point.
The condition 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0 (mod p) is the necessary and
sufficient to ensure that the equation x3 + ax + b = 0 has
a non-singular solution [50]. Otherwise, if 4a3 + 27b2 =
0 (mod p), then the corresponding elliptic curve is called a
singular elliptic curve. Let P = (xP , yP ) and Q = (xQ, yQ)
be two points in Ep(a, b). Then P + Q = O implies that
xQ = xP and yQ = −yP . We have P +O = O + P = P ,
for all P ∈ Ep(a, b). More precisely, a well-known theorem
due to Hasse asserts that the number of points on Ep(a, b),
which is denoted by #E, satisfies the following inequality
[58]:

p+ 1− 2
√
p ≤ #E ≤ p+ 1 + 2

√
p.

In other words, an elliptic curveEp(a, b) overZp has roughly
p points on it. In addition, Ep(a, b) forms an abelian group
or commutative group under addition modulo p operation.

1) Point Addition on Elliptic Curve over Finite Field

LetG be the base point onEp(a, b) whose order be n, that is,
nG = G+G+ . . .+G(n times) = O. If P = (xP , yP ) and

Q = (xQ, yQ) be two points on elliptic curve y2 = x3+ax+
b (mod p), with P 6= −Q, then R = (xR, yR) = P + Q is
computed as follows ([58], [40]):

xR = (λ2 − xP − xQ)(mod p),

yR = (λ(xP − xR)− yP )(mod p),

whereλ =

{
yQ−yP

xQ−xP
(mod p), ifP 6= Q

3xP
2+a

2yP
(mod p), ifP = Q.

2) Scalar Multiplication on Elliptic Curve over Finite Field

In elliptic curve cryptography, multiplication is defined as
repeated additions. For example, if P ∈ Ep(a, b), then 5P is
computed as 5P = P + P + P + P + P (mod p).

B. RSA vs. ECC

Watro et al. in [65] proposed a user authentication protocol,
called the TinyPK, which uses RSA [54] to authenticate ex-
ternal users and Diffie-Hellman [21] over DLP (discrete log-
arithm problem) to establish shared keys between external
users and sensor nodes in the network. TinyPK uses a pub-
lic exponent e = 3 for computational simplicity. A 1024-
bit modular exponentiation with e = 3 on MICA1 motes
[1] requires 14.5 s. The evaluation of a 1024-bit modular
exponentiation for the DLP of the form 2x, where x is at
least 160 bits, requires more than 50 s [65], [48] on both MI-
CA1 and MICA2 motes [1]. Gura et al. in [29] implemented
the assembly language for ECC (elliptic curve cryptography)
and RSA on the Atmel ATmega 128 processor [1] and they
showed in their implementation that a 160-bit point multipli-
cation of ECC requires 0.81 s, whereas 1024-bit RSA public
key operation and private key operation require 0.43 s and
10.99 s, respectively.
Compared to RSA, ECC can achieve the same level of se-
curity with smaller key size. For example, 160-bit ECC
provides comparable security to 1024-bit RSA and 224-bit
ECC provides comparable security of 2048-bit RSA [61].
It was pointed out in [7] that in wireless sensor network-
s, the transmission energy consumption rate approximately
over three orders of magnitude greater than the energy con-
sumption rates for computing. However, currently there ex-
ist few transceivers with lower communication for transmis-
sion and receiver energy consumption. An example of such
transceiver is CC2420 [2]. The packet size and the number of
packets in transmission will play a crucial role in the perfor-
mance while designing an access control protocol in sensor
networks.

C. Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem

Let Ep(a, b) be an elliptic curve modulo a prime p. Giv-
en two points P ∈ Ep(a, b) and Q = kP ∈ Ep(a, b), for
some positive integer k, where Q = kP represent the point
P on elliptic curve Ep(a, b) be added to itself k times. Then
the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) is to
determine k given P andQ. It is computationally easy to cal-
culate Q given k and P , but it is computationally infeasible
to determine k given Q and P , when the prime p is large.
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III. Access Control in WSNs

In order to extend the lifetime of the existing sensor network,
deployment of new nodes is necessary. In critical applica-
tions including battlefield scenarios, adversaries may direct-
ly deploy malicious nodes or manipulate existing nodes to
introduce malicious new nodes in the network. To preven-
t malicious nodes from joining the sensor network, access
control is very essential in the design of sensor network pro-
tocols. Deployed new nodes, however, may not be always
legitimate ones. It may be possible that a malicious node
can be directly deployed by an adversary. Those malicious
nodes may be indistinguishable from legitimate new nodes,
and thus they may be accepted by other legitimate sensor n-
odes as legitimate ones. As pointed out in [72], in order to
prevent malicious nodes from joining sensor networks, ac-
cess control must be enforced to control sensor node deploy-
ment. An access control needs to accomplish the following
two tasks:

• Node authentication: Through authentication a de-
ployed node needs to prove its identity to its neighbor
nodes and also to prove that it has the right to access the
sensor network.

• Key establishment: Shared keys must be established
between a deployed node and its neighbor legitimate
nodes to protect communications, after successful au-
thentication between them.

In most applications, WSNs often operate in unattended hos-
tile environments. As a result, there are several potential
threats by an attacker or adversary. The following are the
potential threats:

• Sybil attack: In the sybil attack [49], [23], a malicious n-
ode illegitimately takes on multiple identities. Thus, the
impersonated identities may belong to existing nodes or
non-existing nodes. These malicious nodes may be de-
ployed directly by an adversary or they could be com-
promised nodes in the network. Such kind of attack may
pose a very serious threat to distributed storage, routing
protocols, data aggregation, voting, fair resource alloca-
tion, misbehavior detection, etc.

• Wormhole attack: Wormhole attack is an attack [31],
where an adversary can tunnel messages received in one
part of the network over a low latency link and replay
them in a different part of the network. This attack may
distort the network topology by making two distant n-
odes believe that they are neighbors and hence, it be-
comes a very serious threat to routing protocols.

• Node replication attack: In such attack [52], an adver-
sary can intentionally put many replicas of a compro-
mised node at many places in the network in order to
incur inconsistency. Like the sybil attack, this attack
can also render adversary the ability to subvert data ag-
gression, misbehavior detection and voting protocols by
injecting false data or suppressing legitimate data. Thus,
in this attack an adversary can capture a set of sensor n-
odes in the network and then fabricate many replicas of
those nodes with the information gathered from those

captured nodes, and then place these replicas back into
the strategic positions in the network for further mali-
cious activities.

• False reports injection attack: Any compromised n-
ode can easily inject false data reports of non-existing
events. When these fabricated reports are delivered to
the base station then it can produce false alarms, waste
valuable network resources, such as energy and band-
width.

• Man-in-the-middle attack: In man-in-the-middle attack,
an attacker has the ability to intercept messages in a
public channel and then retransmits them by deleting or
modifying the messages, so that the two original parties
still believe as they are communicating with each other.

• Node capture attack: Capture of a certain number of
nodes by the adversaries reveals the secret data stored
in the nodes to the attacker. The attacker can then use
those captured information to compromise secure com-
munication among other non-compromised nodes.

We list the following essential security and functionality
requirements for evaluating an ideal access control scheme
designed for wireless sensor networks:

Security requirements

• SR1. Withstand false reports injection attacks: An at-
tacker may try to inject false reports into the sensor net-
works. An access control protocol must prevent exter-
nal parties from injecting reports into the existing sensor
networks.

• SR2. Withstand man-in-the-middle attacks: An access
control protocol must protect the man-in-the-middle at-
tack from an adversary.

• SR3. Resilience against node capture attacks: The re-
silience against node capture attack of an access con-
trol scheme is measured by estimating the fraction of
total secure communications that are compromised by
a capture of c sensor nodes not including the commu-
nication in which the compromised nodes are directly
involved. In other words, we wish to find out the effect
of c sensor nodes being compromised on the rest of the
network. For example, for any two non-compromised
sensor nodes u and v, we need to find out the probabili-
ty that the adversary can decrypt the secret communica-
tions between u and v when c sensor nodes are already
compromised. An access control scheme must be high-
ly resilient against node capture attacks.

• SR4. Resilience against new node deployment attack-
s: An access control scheme must defend against mali-
cious node deployment attack, sybil attack, node repli-
cation attack and wormhole attack.

Functionality requirements

• FR1. Dynamic node addition: An access control
scheme must allow nodes to dynamically join into the
existing sensor network after initial deployment of n-
odes in order to replace malicious nodes or power-
exhausted nodes.
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• FR2. Mutual authentication: An access control scheme
must provide mutual authentication between any t-
wo neighbor sensor nodes in order to verify mutually
whether they are legitimate or not and if they are authen-
ticated successfully they must establish pairwise key for
future secure communication.

• FR3. Network connectivity: An access control scheme
must provide very high network connectivity in the net-
work, that is, any two neighbor nodes should be able to
establish secret pairwise keys between them for future
secure communication.

• FR4. Communication overhead: An access control
scheme should be designed in such a way that it requires
minimum number of message/packet transmissions dur-
ing the authentication and key establishment phase in
order to make it appropriate for practical applications.

• FR5. Computational overhead: An access control
scheme should be computationally efficient.

• FR6. Storage overhead: An access control scheme
should be such that the minimum information to be
preloaded in the memory of sensor nodes before their
deployment in the network for authentication and key
establishment as well as for supporting dynamic nodes
addition. Thus, the storage requirement in each sensor
node must be minimum.

• FR7. Scalability: The designed access control scheme
must be scalable, that is, it must support a large-scale
network without involving the base station for authenti-
cation and key establishment purpose between neighbor
nodes.

IV. Threat Model

For evaluating the security analysis and performance analy-
sis of existing access control schemes, we use the following
threat model as follows. In most applications, sensor net-
works operate in the hostile environments. We assume that
sensor nodes can be physically captured by an attacker. Sen-
sor nodes are not equipped with tamper-resistant hardware
due to cost constraints and as a result, once a node is captured
by an attacker, all the sensitive data as well as cryptographic
information stored in its memory are revealed to the attacker.
However, we assume that in any case, the base station (BS)
will not be compromised by an attacker. We further assume
that an attacker can directly deploy malicious nodes in the
deployment field after the initial deployment of nodes.
As in [19], we make use of the Dolev-Yao threat model [22]
in which two communicating parties (nodes) communicate
over an insecure public channel. We adopt the similar threat
model for WSNs where the channel is insecure and the end-
points (sensor nodes) cannot in general be trustworthy. Fi-
nally, we assume that an attacker can eavesdrop on all traffic,
inject packets and reply old messages previously delivered.

V. Taxonomy of Security Protocols in WSNs

In this section, we give a taxonomy of security protocols in
wireless sensor networks. The key management, access con-

trol, user authentication and user access control are the im-
portant security issues in wireless sensor networks. Figure 3
shows a taxonomy of security protocols in WSNs.
According to the probability of key sharing between a pair of
sensor nodes, the key management schemes in WSNs can be
divided into probabilistic and deterministic schemes. Pietro
et al. [53] proposed a deterministic key management pro-
tocol based on the Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH). In this
scheme, the base station is treated as a KDC (key distribu-
tion center) and all keys are logically distributed in a tree
rooted at the base station. Zhu et al. [73] proposed a deter-
ministic key management protocol called the Localized En-
cryption and Authentication Protocol (LEAP) for sensor net-
works. Lai et al. [42] proposed another deterministic scheme
in which pairwise session keys between every two neighbor-
ing nodes are established. Eschenauer and Gligor [26] first
introduced a probabilistic key pre-distribution scheme which
relies on probabilistic key sharing among the nodes of a ran-
dom graph. Chan et al. [8] proposed the q-composite keying
scheme, where at least q common keys should be shared be-
tween the key rings of any two neighbor nodes in order to
build a secure link between them. Liu and Ning [45] pro-
posed a polynomial pool-based key pre-distribution scheme.
Du et al. [24] presented another pairwise probabilistic key
pre-distribution scheme which is similar to [45].
User authentication is a primary concern in a resource-
constrained wireless sensor network before accessing real-
time data from the nodes inside WSN. The real-time data can
be given access directly to the external parties (users) those
who are authorized to access data as and when they demand.
User authentication is thus a very important primitive for pro-
viding access to real-time data inside WSN. The existing user
authentications protocols proposed for wireless sensor net-
works usually fall into two categories: password-based user
authentication and biometric-based user authentication. Ac-
cording to the authentication type and different factors used
the protocols can be further divided into two categories: sin-
gle factor and two factor authentication schemes. [65], [67],
[59], [44], [39] and [46] are examples of single factor pass-
word based authentication schemes. [19], [51], [34], [37]
and [17] are examples of two factor password-based authen-
tication schemes. [70] is an example of biometric-based user
authentication schemes.
Watro et al. [65] proposed a user authentication called
TinyPK, which uses RSA algorithm [54] and Diffie-Hellman
protocol [21]. However, there is a security flaw in TinyPK
[19]. On receiving the user’s public key, an attacker can en-
crypt a session key along with other parameters and send the
encrypted message to the user. After receiving the encrypted
message, the user easily believes that the message has come
from the authorized sensor node. The user then decrypts the
receiving encrypted message using his/her private key and al-
so uses the session key for subsequent operations the attacker
intends to perform. Wong et al. [67] proposed an efficient us-
er authentication scheme which is based on user’s password.
It uses the efficient hash function. However, their scheme al-
so is vulnerable to many logged in users with the same login-
id threat, where a valid user’s password can easily login to the
sensor network. Further, their protocol suffers from stolen-
verifier attack because both the GW-node (base station) as
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well as login-node need to maintain the lookup table of reg-
istered users’ credentials. M. L. Das [19] proposed a scheme
to eliminate the flaws of Wong et al.’s scheme. However, it
cannot resist denial-of-service attack and node compromise
attack. Some improvements [37], [51] on [19] are proposed
to withstand security flaws found in [19]. He et al. further
proposed an enhanced scheme [30] based on M. L. Das’s
scheme [19]. Their scheme can withstand the security weak-
nesses such as vulnerabilities to an insider attack and to an
impersonation attack. Vaidya et al. [60] further showed that
M. L. Das’s scheme [19] and Khan-Alghathbar’s scheme [37]
have security flaws and they remain vulnerable to various at-
tacks including stolen smart card attacks. To overcome such
security weaknesses of both schemes [19] and [37], an im-
proved two-factor user authentication was proposed which is
resilient to stolen smart card attacks and other common type
of attacks. Fan et al. proposed a user authentication scheme
[27], which is efficient and Denial-of-Service (DoS) resistant
user authentication scheme for two-tiered WSNs. Chen and
Shih [10] later pointed out that M. L. Das’s scheme [19] fails
to achieve mutual authentication. To overcome such prob-
lem, they proposed a robust mutual authentication protocol.
Yuan et al.’s scheme [70] has better security as compared to
that for M. L. Das’s scheme [19] because the former scheme
uses biometric verification along with the password verifi-
cation of the user. Das et al. proposed recently a dynam-
ic password-based user authentication scheme for hierarchi-
cal wireless sensor networks [17]. Their scheme is secure
against different attacks and is better than existing user au-
thentication schemes [19], [67], [19], [10], [30], [60], [27].
Yuan et al.’s scheme [70] is a biometric-based user authenti-
cation scheme which uses similar concept of [19] and it has
same drawbacks as in M. L. Das’s scheme [19]. It cannot still
resist denial-of-service attack and node compromise attack.
To provide the access right to the legitimate users for differ-
ent services in terms of information and resources of sensor
network, user access control is very essential. Wang et al.
[63] proposed a distributed user access control scheme under

a realistic adversary model in which sensors can be compro-
mised and user may collude. Le et al. [43] proposed anoth-
er user access control scheme for wireless sensor networks
based on public-key cryptography using ECC.
In this paper, we only concentrate our survey in the area of
access control. Depending on the authentication type, the ac-
cess control protocols are divided into two broad categories:
certificate-based and certificate-less. Huang and Liu [35]
proposed a certificate-less access control protocol based on
one-way hash function. Certificate-based protocols can be
further subdivided into hash-chain based and hash-chain less
protocols. Huang [32] proposed an ECC-based access con-
trol using cascade hash chain. To overcome the limitations of
[32], Kim and Lee [38] proposed an enhancement over [32]
which additionally includes a renewal of hash chain phase.
Zhou et al. [72] proposed a certificate-based ECC authenti-
cation using bootstrapping time and length of bootstrapping
used in authentication. Huang [33] also proposed a dynamic
access control scheme based on Schnorr signature and expi-
ration time of the sensor nodes. Recently, Chatterjee et al.
[9] has shown that Huang’s scheme [33] is insecure against
active attack and they also proposed an enhanced access con-
trol scheme based on ECC to withstand security flaw in [33].
Table 1 shows the recently proposed different access control
schemes in WSNs. Depending on the authentication type,
properties, and when published in the literature, we have de-
scribed the schemes in this table.

VI. Review and Cryptanalysis of Existing Ac-
cess Control Schemes in WSNs

In this section, we discuss the access control schemes pro-
posed up-to date for wireless sensor networks in the litera-
ture. We review the schemes and their security weaknesses
in this section. We use the notations shown in Table 2 for
describing different access control schemes.
Random nonce is a one-time random bit-string which is usu-
ally used to achieve freshness. The public key of the certi-
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Table 1: Brief overview of the access control schemes in WSN.
Scheme Authentication type Properties Year of publication
Zhou et al. [72] ECC based Bootstrapping time and length of 2007

authentication bootstrapping used in authentication
Huang-Liu [35] Dynamic access control Hash functions and XOR operations 2008

used in authentication
Huang [32] ECC based Cascade hash chain 2009

authentication used in authentication
Kim-Lee [38] Enhancement over [32] Mutual authentication with the base station 2009

and adds a renewal of hash chain phase
Huang [33] ECC and Schnorr signature Expiration time used in authentication 2011

based authentication
Chatterjee et al. [9] Enhancement over [33] Bootstrapping time, deployment version, 2012

and latest version checked variable used
in authentication

Table 2: Notations used in reviewing different access control
schemes.

Symbol Description
SNu Identifier of node SNu

Eq(a, b) An elliptic curve over finite field GF (q)
G A base point on Eq(a, b)
k Private key of CA (only known to CA)
Q Q = kG, public key of CA
Ku,v Symmetric secret key shared between

nodes SNu and SNv

H(·) Secure one-way hash function
RNu Random nonce generated by node SNu

SNu → SNv : M Message M sent from node SNu

to node SNv

A||B Data A concatenates with data B
EPK(M) Public key encryption of message

M using the key K
DPK(M) Public key decryption of message

M using the key K

fication authority (CA) is Q = kG, where kG = G + G +
. . .+G(k times) = O is called the elliptic curve scalar mul-
tiplication in Eq(a, b), O the point at infinity or zero point
[40]. We may use the hash function H(·) as SHA-1 [3] or
Quark [5].

A. Review of the Zhou et al.’s Access Control Scheme [72]

1) Description of the Protocol

Zhou et al. in [72] proposed an access control scheme
based on elliptic curve cryptographic techniques for sensor
network, which is more efficient than the schemes based on
RSA. Their scheme consists of the following phases.

a. Pre-deployment phase
In pre-deployment phase, before a sensor network is de-
ployed, the certification authority (CA) chooses a set of
network parameters and preloads a set of node parameters
as follows. CA chooses a set of network parameters which
include: a finite field GF (q), where q is a large odd prime of
at least 160 bits for providing sufficient security in ECC; an
elliptic curve Eq(a, b) such that y2 = x3 + ax + b (mod q)
with 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0 (modq); a base point G of order n
of at least 160 bits with n > 4

√
q; the CA’s private key

k ∈ Z∗n = {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}; the CA’s public key Q = kG.
Once these node parameters are selected, CA preloads a set
of node parameters to each sensor node SNi which include:
Eq(a, b); G; Q; the bootstrapping time Ti when node SNi

bootstraps itself to join the network; the length of bootstrap-
ping phase Li during which the node SNi is allowed to join
the network; hash function H(·); node SNi’s private key si
and its public key Pi = siG = (xpi

, ypi
), and the signature

〈Ci, ci〉. The signature is crated using the elliptic curve
digital signature algorithm (ECDSA) [36] for each node
SNi as follows. The CA chooses a random number ki for
each node SNi and calculates Ci = kiG = (xci , yci), where
ci = ki

−1(H(SNi||Ti||Li||Pi) + k.xci) (mod n).

b. Node deployment phase
In node deployment phase, sensor nodes bootstrap them-
selves and then start to establish communications among
them. In each new node deployment, new sensor nodes are
given a preset bootstrapping time different from that of the
previously deployed nodes. It is assumed that the nodes
are deployed in groups. Thus, nodes in one group have the
same bootstrapping time and the length of the bootstrapping
phase. However, these values for different groups may be
different during deployment phases.

c. Authentication and key establishment phase
In node authentication phase, every new node broadcasts a
message to inform its neighbors of its existence. In this
phase, there are two kind of handshakes between nodes: one
is the handshake between new nodes, and the other is the
handshake between a new node and an old node. The pur-
pose of these handshakes is to authenticate each node with
its neighbor nodes as well as to establish secret keys between
neighbor nodes.
After deployment, each new node SNi needs to broadcast a
message 〈SNi, Ti, Li, Pi, Ci, ci〉 to its neighbors. Suppose a
neighbor node SNj hears this message from SNi. Similar-
ly, SNi also hears a message 〈SNj , Tj , Lj , Pj , Cj , cj〉 from
its neighbor SNj . The handshaking between two neighbors
is based on checking the validity of the bootstrapping time.
SNi first compares Tj of node SNj with its own Ti. If
Tj ≥ Ti, then SNj is considered as a new node. Tj = Ti
means that both nodes SNi and SNj are new nodes. SNi

further verifies whether SNj is a new one by comparing Tj
with its current time t and thus, if |Tj − t| > Lj , SNi sim-
ple drops the message and considers SNj as illegal node. If
it is valid, then SNi verifies SNj’s identity by verifying the
signature (Cj , cj) present in the message using ECDSA veri-
fication algorithm. If it is successful, SNi confirms that SNj

is a valid new node deployed in the network and computes a
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secret shared key with SNj as Ki,j = siPj = sisjG. In a
similar fashion, node SNj also verifies the identity of SNi

by verifying the signature (Ci, ci) present in the message us-
ing ECDSA verification algorithm and calculates the shared
secret key with SNi as Ki,j = sjPi = sisjG. To confirm
that both nodes share the same secret key Ki,j , they make
use of the challenge-response protocol shown in Table 3 us-
ing the random nonces generated by each node as follows.

Table 3: Handshake between two new nodes in Zhou et al.’s
scheme.

Node SNi Node SNj

〈SNi, Ti, Li, Pi, Ci, ci〉−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
〈SNj , Tj , Lj , Pj , Cj , cj〉←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

〈SNj , SNi, EPKi,j
[RNi]〉

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
〈SNi, SNj , RNi, EPKi,j

[RNj ]〉
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

〈SNj , SNi, RNj〉−−−−−−−−−−−−→

SNi sends a message 〈SNj , SNi, EPKi,j
[RNi]〉 to

SNj by generating a random nonce RNi. SNj

then decrypts the encrypted nonce to retrieve RNi as
RNi = DPKi,j

[EPKi,j
[RNi]] and generates a ran-

dom nonce RNj . SNj sends an acknowledgment
〈SNi, SNj , RNi, EPKi,j

[RNj ]〉 to SNi. After receiv-
ing the acknowledgment, SNi compares its own previously
generated nonce with the received nonce RNi in the mes-
sage. If it is valid, SNi further decrypts the encrypted nonce
to get RNj as RNj = DPKi,j

[EPKi,j
[RNj ]] and sends

an acknowledgment 〈SNj , SNi, RNj〉 to SNj . Finally,
SNj verifies whether the received nonce RNj matches with
its own previously generated nonce. If it matches, SNj

considers SNi as a legitimate node.

d. Dynamic node addition phase
If a new node is deployed after initial deployment, the base
station preloads with necessary information in its memo-
ry prior to its deployment using the above pre-deployment
phase. Suppose a newly deployed node SNi wants to
authenticate and establish secret key with its old neigh-
bor node SNj . Consider the following handshake be-
tween the new node SNi and the old node SNj . When
SNj hears the broadcasted message 〈SNi, Ti, Li, Pi, Ci, ci〉
from SNi, it checks the validity of Ti and also verifies
SNi’s identity by verifying the signature (Ci, ci) present
in the message using ECDSA verification algorithm and
calculates the shared secret key with SNi as Ki,j =
sjPi = sisjG. In response, SNj sends a reply message
〈SNi, SNj , Tj , Lj , Pj , Cj , cj , EPKi,j [RNj ]〉 to SNi. Af-
ter receiving the message, SNi verifies SNj’s identity by
verifying the signature (Cj , cj) present in the message us-
ing ECDSA verification algorithm and calculates the shared
secret key with SNj as Ki,j = siPj = sisjG. SNi further
decrypts encrypted nonce using the computed keyKi,j to get
RNj as RNj = DPKi,j [EPKi,j [RNj ]]. SNi then sends the
message 〈SNj , SNi, RNj , EPKi,j [RNi]〉 to SNj . After re-
ceiving the message from SNi, SNj decrypts the encrypted
nonce using the key Ki,j as RNi = DPKi,j

[EPKi,j
[RNi]]

and sends an acknowledgment 〈SNi, SNj , RNi〉 to SNi.
SNi then verifies whether the received nonce matches with
its previously generated nonce RNi. If it matches, SNi al-

so confirms that SNj a new legitimate node deployed in the
network. Note that SNi does not need to check the validity
of Tj since SNj is not a new node. The flow of messages in
this phase is summarized in Table 4.

Table 4: Handshake between a new node and old node in
Zhou et al.’s scheme.

Node SNi Node SNj

〈SNi, Ti, Li, Pi, Ci, ci〉−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
〈SNi, SNj , Tj , Lj , Pj , Cj ,←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
cj , EPKi,j

[RNj ]〉
〈SNj , SNi, RNj , EPKi,j

[RNi]〉
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

〈SNj , SNi, RNi〉←−−−−−−−−−−−−

2) Cryptanalysis of the Protocol

The Zhou et al.’s scheme assumes that each sensor node can
sustain a tolerance time interval before it is compromised.
However, if a sensor node is captured during its bootstrap-
ping phase, all the secret information stored in its memory
are also compromised. Using those information, an attack-
er can launch other attacks. Though the node bootstrapping
phase is usually very short, if an attacker compromises a sen-
sor node during that period then Zhou et al.’s scheme is in-
secure against other attack such as a node replication attack.
Due to this problem, this scheme may not be convenient for
some practical applications. Further, this scheme is not se-
cure against node capture attack.

B. Review of the Huang-Liu’s Scheme [35]

1) Description of the Protocol

Huang and Liu [35] proposed an energy efficient and low
computational overhead dynamic access control protocol in
WSN using hash functions and XOR operations.

a. Pre-deployment phase
It is assumed that there is a number of r neighborhood
nodes in a designated area. In pre-deployment phase, the
base station generates different secret keys for all the sensor
nodes deployed in that area of the target field. The base
station preloads the secret key ki, the one-way hash function
H(·) and the node identity SNi to each node SNi’s memory
prior to its deployment.

b. Node deployment phase
After the deployment of sensor nodes in the target field,
the base station generates the pairwise secret keys SKi,j

by computing the XOR of the hash values of one n-
ode’s identity with other node’s secret key for each pair
of nodes SNi and SNj in the sensor network, where
SKi,j = H(ki||SNj) ⊕ H(kj ||SNi), (i = 1, 2, . . . , r;
j = i + 1, i + 2, . . . , r). Once these pairwise keys are
generated, the base station broadcasts all the pairwise secret
keys SKi,j to the nodes in the network.

c. Authentication and key establishment phase
In authentication and key establishment process, any two n-
odes SNi and SNj can authenticate to each other and estab-
lish a secret key as follows. In this phase, any node SNi first
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computes the hash value of its own secret key ki with other
node SNj’s identity as H(ki||SNj). After that SNi com-
putes ai = SKi,j ⊕H(ki||SNj) = H(kj ||SNi). Then SNi

generates a random number ti and computes the hash value
zi as zi = H(ai||ti) = H(H(kj ||SNi)||ti). Node SNi then
sends the message 〈SNi, zi, ti〉 to the node SNj .
After receiving the message from node SNi, node SNj

verifies the value of zi by verifying the condition zi =
H(H(kj ||SNi)||ti) and if it passes, node SNj considers that
node SNi is a legitimate node. SNj then generates aj as
aj = SKi,j ⊕H(kj ||SNi) = H(ki||SNj) using the broad-
casted information SKi,j and its own secret key kj . SNj

also generates a random number tj and computes zj as zj =
H(aj ||tj) = H(H(ki||SNj)||tj) and finally sends the mes-
sage 〈SNj , zj , tj〉 to node SNi for authentication. When
SNi receives the message from SNj , SNi verifies the val-
ue of zj by verifying the condition zj = H(H(ki, SNj)||tj)
and if the validation is successful, SNi considers that SNj

is also a legitimate node. SNi then computes a shared ses-
sion keyKi,j =H((H(kj ||SNi)⊕ti)⊕(H(ki||SNj)⊕tj))
= H((ai ⊕ ti)||(aj ⊕ tj)) and computes another hash value
yij = H(Ki,j ||(ti ⊕ tj)) and delivers yij to node SNj for
establishing mutual authentication purpose.
Once SNj receives the message from SNi, SNj

computes the same secret key shared with SNi as
Ki,j = H((H(kj ||SNi) ⊕ ti) ⊕ (H(ki||SNj) ⊕ tj))
= H((ai⊕ ti)||(aj⊕ tj)) and checks ifH(Ki,j ||(ti⊕ tj)) =
yij holds or not. If it holds, the connection is established
between these two nodes and they use the common secret
key Ki,j for their future secret communication.

d. Dynamic node addition phase
Suppose a new node with identity SNr+1 be deployed in the
network. Then the base station preloads the randomly gen-
erated secret key kr+1, the one-way hash function H(·) and
the node identity SNr+1 in its memory. After its deploymen-
t, the base station only computes the secret keys SKi,r+1 as
SKi,r+1 =H(ki||SNr+1)⊕H(kr+1||SNi), i = 1, 2, . . . , r
and broadcasts these information to the existing nodes in the
network. Then the deployed node SNr+1 authenticates and
establishes keys with other nodes in a same manner as in the
authentication and key establishment phase. The transmis-
sion of messages during the authentication and key estab-
lishment phase is summarized in Table 5.

Table 5: Authentication and key establishment phase in
Huang-Liu’s scheme.

Node SNi Node SNj

〈SNi, zi, ti〉−−−−−−−−→
〈SNj , zj , tj〉←−−−−−−−−

〈SNi, yij〉−−−−−−→

2) Cryptanalysis of the Protocol

According to the threat model (given in Section IV), if an
adversary captures a sensor node, say SNu, the adversary
will get the secret key ku and its identity from its mem-
ory. Since all the secret keys SKi,j’s for each pair of n-
odes are broadcasted by the base station, the adversary also

knows these secret keys SKi,j . We propose the following
node replication attack in this scheme as follows. The ad-
versary preloads the extracted information ku and identity
SNu along with the hash function H(·) in the memory of
a fake sensor node FSNu and deploys in some other part
of the network. After deployment, the fake deployed sen-
sor node FSNu will be successful to authenticate with its
neighbor nodes and establish secret keys with them. For ex-
ample, in order to authenticate and establish secret shared
key with a neighbor node SNv , FSNu first computes au =
SKu,v⊕H(ku||SNv) =H(kv||SNv) using the broadcasted
information SKu,v . Then FSNu generates a random num-
ber tu and computes the hash value zu as zu =H(au||tu) =
H(H(kv||SNu)||tu). Node FSNu then sends the message
〈SNu, zu, tu〉 to the node SNv . After receiving the mes-
sage, node SNv checks the authenticity of node FSNu by
checking zu. In a similar way, SNv generates av as av =
SKu,v ⊕ H(kv||SNu) = H(ku||SNv) using the previous
broadcasted information SKu,v and its own secret key kv .
SNv then generates a random number tv and computes zv =
H(H(ku||SNv)||tv) and sends the message 〈SNv, zv, tv〉
to node FSNu. FSNu checks the validity of node SNv

and establishes a shared secret key with SNv as Ku,v =
H((H(kv||SNu) ⊕ tu) ⊕ (H(ku||SNv) ⊕ tv)) and deliv-
ers yuv = H(Ku,v||(tu ⊕ tv)) to node SNv for establishing
mutual authentication. Node SNv also establishes the same
secret key Ku,v shared with SNu. Thus, the Huang-Liu’s
scheme is insecure against node replication attacks.
The Huang-Liu’s scheme can resist other attacks such as
sybil attack, wormhole attack, man-in-the-middle attack, and
false reports injection attack. However, this scheme cannot
resist node capture attack.

C. Review of the Huang’s Scheme [32]

1) Description of the Protocol

Huang [32] proposed an access control scheme whose
authentication based on elliptic curve cryptography and hash
chain.

a. Pre-deployment phase
In this protocol, it is assumed that there is a number of r
neighborhood nodes with identities {SN1, SN2, . . . , SNr}
in a designated area. The base station generates r secret keys
ki for each node SNi, (i = 1, 2, . . . , r), a base point G of
order n (n is at least 160 bits) of the elliptic curve Eq(a, b)
and selects a one-way hash function H(·). The base station
then preloads the secret key ki, the elliptic curve Eq(a, b),
the base point G, n and the hash function H(·) and the
identity SNi to each node SNi.

b. Node deployment phase
After deployment of nodes in the designated area, the base
computes the hash values Hz(ki) (i = 1, 2, . . . , r) and
broadcasts all these computed hash values Hz(ki) along
with z to the group of nodes {SN1, SN2, . . . , SNr}. Here
z is considered a large constant number and it may be
considered as a limitation of the nodes. The expression
H l(k) is the application of l cascade hash operations starting
from k, that is, H l(k) = H(H l−1(k)). Note that it is
computationally easy to compute the hash value H l(k)
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given H l−1(k). However, it is computationally infeasible
problem to compute the hash value H l−1(k) given H l(k)
due to one-way property of the hash function H(·).

c. Authentication and key establishment phase
Let two neighbor nodes SNi and SNj wish to authenticate
and establish secret key between them. Assume that the n-
odes SNi and SNj have passed through authentication u
times and v times, respectively. Note that the broadcast-
ing hash chain for SNi and SNj are then Hz−u(ki) and
Hz−v(kj), respectively.
Node SNi computes a point over the elliptic curve Eq(a, b)
as Ai = tiG = (Axi , Ayi) by generating a random num-
ber ti (< n). Also it computes a hash value si = H(Axi

||Hz−u−1(ki)). Then for authentication it sends the mes-
sage 〈SNi, Ai, si〉 to node SNj . Similarly, node SNj al-
so generates a random number tj (< n), computes Aj =
tjG = (Axj

, Ayj
), sj = H(Axj

||Hz−v−1(kj)) and send-
s the message 〈SNj , Aj , sj〉 to node SNi. After receiv-
ing the message from SNj , SNi computes the shared ses-
sion key Ki,j = tiAj = (Kxij

,Kyij
) and the hash value

zi = H(Kxij
||Hz−u−1(ki)). SNi then sends the message

〈zi, Hz−u−1(ki)〉 to node SNj .
After receiving the message from node SNi, node SNj

first computes the secret session key shared with SNi as
Ki,j = tjAi = (Kxij

,Kyij
) and then verifies whether

H(Hz−u−1(ki)) = Hz−u(ki), H(Kxij
||Hz−u−1(ki)) =

zi and H(Axi
||Hz−u−1(ki)) = si hold or not. If all the ver-

ifications hold, SNj can make sure that SNi is a legitimate
node. SNj further computes zj = H(Kxij ||Hz−v−1(kj))
and sends the message 〈zj , Hz−v−1(kj)〉 to node SNi. Af-
ter receiving the message from SNj , SNi verifies whether
H(Hz−v−1(kj)) = hz−v(kj), H(Axj

||Hz−v−1(kj)) = sj
and H(Kxij

||Hz−v−1(kj)) = zj hold or not. If all these
conditions are true, SNi can also make sure that SNj is a
legitimate. As in Huang-Liu’s scheme, Huang’s scheme also
achieves the mutual authentication between SNi and SNj .
Nodes SNi and SNj finally update their broadcasting hash
chain as Hz−u−1(ki) and Hz−v−1(kj), respectively and in-
form all the members of the group using the base station.
This phase is summarized in Table 6.

Table 6: Authentication and key establishment phase in
Huang’s scheme [32].

Node SNi Node SNj

〈SNi, Ai, si〉−−−−−−−−−→
〈SNj , Aj , sj〉←−−−−−−−−−

〈zi, Hz−u−1(ki)〉−−−−−−−−−−−−→
〈zj , Hz−v−1(kj)〉←−−−−−−−−−−−−

d. Dynamic node addition phase
Suppose a new node SNr+1 be deployed in the existing net-
work. For this purpose, the base station generates a secret
key kr+1 randomly and then preloads kr+1, the hash func-
tion H(·) and its identity in the memory of SNr+1. After
its deployment, the base needs only to compute Hz(kr+1)
and broadcast this information to all the existing nodes in the
network. Then the new node SNr+1 authenticates and es-
tablishes secret keys with its neighbor nodes using the same
authentication and key establishment phase described above.

2) Cryptanalysis of the Protocol

Kim and Lee [38] pointed out that Huang’s scheme [32] has
several security weaknesses such as it is insecure against the
replay attack and the new node masquerading attack in pres-
ence of an active adversary due to absence of authentication
procedure for the base station. Further, Kim and Lee show
that Huang’s scheme has the lack of renewability for the hash
chain. We discuss these weaknesses as follows.

• Replay attack: The Huang’s scheme only allows the
unilateral authentication, that is, only the base sta-
tion authenticates the sensor nodes in the network.
Suppose an attacker wants to perform the replay
attack against a node SNi and that node has al-
ready passed through authentication u times. Then
the attacker has collected a group of secret values
{Hz−u(ki), H

z−u−1(ki), . . . ,H
z(ki)} by intercepting

the secret change messages from the base station. Now
if the attacker broadcasts a message to all the nodes in
the network except to the node SNi and the base station
with the same information from the base station after
changing a secret value with Hz−u−r(ki) from the col-
lected group, where 0 < r < u. Since there is no need
for authenticity of the message from the base station,
the existing nodes believe that the message is valid and
it has come from the base station legally. Hence, all
the existing nodes in the group except for SNi will use
the secret value Hz−u−r(ki) in the authentication and
key establishment phase. However, the node SNi stil-
l use the secret Hz−u+1(ki) for the authentication and
key establishment phase and it will be rejected by all the
other nodes. Thus, Huang’s scheme is insecure against
replay attack.

• New node masquerading attack: When a new node
SNr+1 needs to be deployed in the network, the base
station preloads a secret key kr+1, the hash function
H(·) and its identity in the memory of SNr+1. After
that the base station computes Hz(kr+1) and broadcast
this information to all the existing nodes in the network
as an authenticator of the new node SNr+1. Suppose
an attacker wants to deploy a fake node in the network
and he/she wants to masquerade a new legal node. As
pointed out by Kim and Lee, the attacker requires to s-
elect a random number k′r+1 as its secret key, compute
a randomized hash chain Hc(k′r+1), where c is a ran-
dom value, and broadcast the chain to all the existing
nodes except to the base station. Kim and Lee also not-
ed that there is no need to synchronize c with z. After
receiving the broadcast message from the attacker, al-
l the existing sensor nodes believe that the attacker is
a legal node because there is no way to check the au-
thenticity of the message from the attacker in Huang’s
scheme. As a result, the attacker can easily commu-
nicate with other nodes by using the secret value from
the hash chain Hc(k′r+1). Note that the authentication
and key establishment phase of any existing sensor n-
ode in the network with the attacker’s fake node remains
same as Huang’s original authentication and key estab-
lishment phase. In this way, Huang’s scheme is insecure
against new node masquerading attack.
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• Lack of hash chain renewability: It is noted that the au-
thenticity in Huang’s scheme is only based on the hash
chain Hz(ki) for each sensor node SNi. Thereby, it
would be possible that some nodes which have no left
over the secret value in the hash chain. This means
that those nodes has already performed z − 1 times of
the authentication and key establishment phase. Hence,
Huang’s scheme has also the lack of hash chain renewa-
bility.

In addition, the Huang’s scheme cannot resist false reports
injection attack and node capture attack.

D. Review of the Kim-Lee’s Scheme [38]

1) Description of the Protocol

In order to remedy the security weaknesses found in Huang’s
scheme such as replay attack, new node masquerading attack
and lack of hash chain renewability, Kim and Lee [38]
proposed an enhancement over Huang’s scheme. Various
phases of Kim-Lee’s scheme are discussed below.

a. Pre-deployment phase
As in Huang’s scheme, it is assumed that there is
a number of r neighborhood nodes with identities
{SN1, SN2, . . . , SNr} in a designated area. The base sta-
tion generates its own secret key kbs, a random number abs,
selects a one-way hash function H(·) and computes its own
hash chain Hz(kbs||abs), where z is a random number.
The base station then generates r secret keys ki for all r
sensor nodes SNi (i = 1, 2, . . . , r) and r random numbers
ai (i = 1, 2, . . . , r) for all r nodes. The base station finally
preloads ki, ai, H(·), z and Hz(kbs||abs) into the memory
of each node SNi. The base station also preloads ECC
parameters: the elliptic curve Eq(a, b), the base point G, the
order of base point n into the memory of each node SNi.

b. Node deployment phase
After deployment of nodes in the designated area, the base
computes the hash values Hz(ki||ai) (i = 1, 2, . . . , r) and
broadcasts all these computed hash values Hz(ki||ai) to the
group of nodes {SN1, SN2, . . . , SNr}.

c. Authentication and key establishment phase
The authentication and key establishment phase of Kim-
Lee’s scheme is similar to that for Huang’s scheme. Assume
that two neighbor nodes SNi and SNj have passed through
authentication u times and v times, respectively. It is also
noted that the broadcasting hash chain for SNi and SNj are
then Hz−u(ki||ai) and Hz−v(kj ||aj), respectively.
In this phase, node SNi first computes a point over the
elliptic curve Eq(a, b) as Ai = tiG = (Axi

, Ayi
) by

generating a random number ti (< n) and then computes
a hash value si = H(Axi

||Hz−u−1(ki||ai)). It sends the
message 〈SNi, Ai, si〉 to node SNj . Similarly, node SNj

generates a random number tj (< n), computes Aj = tjG
= (Axj

, Ayj
), sj = H(Axj

||Hz−v−1(kj ||aj)) and sends
the message 〈SNj , Aj , sj〉 to node SNi. After receiving
the message from SNj , node SNi first computes the shared
session key Ki,j = tiAj = (Kxij ,Kyij ) and the hash
value zi = H(Kxij ||Hz−u−1(ki||ai)), and then sends

the message 〈zi, Hz−u−1(ki||ai)〉 to node SNj . When
the message from node SNi is received by node SNj ,
it first computes the same secret session key shared with
SNi as Ki,j = tjAi = (Kxij ,Kyij ). It then continues
to verify whether the conditions H(Hz−u−1(ki||ai)) =
Hz−u(ki||ai), H(Kxij

||Hz−u−1(ki||ai)) = zi and
H(Axi

||Hz−u−1(ki||ai)) = si hold or not. If al-
l these conditions hold good, SNj can make sure
that SNi is a legitimate node. SNj further com-
putes zj = H(Kxij ||Hz−v−1(kj ||aj)) and sends the
message 〈zj , Hz−v−1(kj ||aj)〉 to node SNi. After
receiving the message from SNj , SNi further veri-
fies whether the conditions H(Hz−v−1(kj ||aj)) =
hz−v(kj ||aj), H(Kxij

||Hz−v−1(kj)) = zj and
H(Axj ||Hz−v−1(kj ||aj)) = sj hold or not. If all
these hold, SNi can also make sure that SNj is a legitimate.
Thus, the mutual authentication between SNi and SNj

is achieved. Nodes SNi and SNj finally update their
broadcasting hash chain as Hz−u−1(ki) and Hz−v−1(kj),
respectively and inform all the members of the group using
the base station. This phase is summarized in Table 7.

Table 7: Authentication and key establishment phase in Kim-
Lee’s scheme.

Node SNi Node SNj

〈SNi, Ai, si〉−−−−−−−−−→
〈SNj , Aj , sj〉←−−−−−−−−−

〈zi, Hz−u−1(ki||ai)〉−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
〈zj , Hz−v−1(kj ||aj)〉←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

d. Dynamic node addition phase
If a new node SNr+1 with identity SNr+1 is added in the
network, the base station needs to generate a secret key kr+1,
a random number ar+1 and preloads these information along
with H(·), ECC parameters: the elliptic curve Eq(a, b), the
base point G, the order of base point n, Hz−w(kbs||abs), the
already nodes’ secret values Hz−u(ki||ai) (i = 1, 2, . . . , r)
into the memory of SNr+1, assuming that the base station
has already passed through new node addition or updating
hash chain w times. It is also assumed that each node SNi

has passed through authentication u times.
The base station computes Hz(kr+1||ar+1) and zbs =
H(Hz(kr+1||ar+1)||Hz−w−1(kbs||abs)) and broadcasts the
message 〈SNr+1, H

z(kr+1||ar+1), zbs〉 about the new node
addition to all existing nodes in the network. The base sta-
tion further broadcasts its secret valueHz−w−1(kbs||abs) for
authenticity check of the previous broadcast.
After receiving the broadcasted information, each n-
ode SNi in the network checks whether the con-
ditions Hz−w(kbs||abs) = H(Hz−w−1(kbs||abs)) and
H(Hz(kr+1||ar+1)||Hz−w−1(kbs||abs)) = zbs are satisfied
or not. If these are valid, each node ensures that the new node
SNr+1 is a legitimate node and also updates the broadcasting
hash chain for the base station which be Hz−w−1(kbs||abs).
This phase is summarized in Table 8.
e. Renewal of hash chain phase
This phase is similar to that of new node addition phase.
If a node SNi has only a secret value or shortage in hash
chain, it requires to renew the hash chain. In order to re-
new hash chain, SNi first creates a request message Mreq,
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Table 8: New node addition phase in Kim-Lee’s scheme.
Node SNi Base station

〈SNr+1, Hz(kr+1||ar+1), zbs〉←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
〈Hz−w−1(kbs||abs)〉←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

computes the value zi = H(Mreq||Hz−u−1(ki||ai)) and
sends the message 〈SNi,Mreq, zi〉 to the base station. Af-
ter this it also broadcasts Hz−u−1(ki||ai). The base sta-
tion then verifies whether the conditions Hz−u(ki||ai) =
H(Hz−u−1(ki||ai)) and H(Mreq||Hz−u−1(ki||ai)) = zi
are satisfied or not. If these hold, the base station be-
lieves the authenticity of node SNi and then increments
ai as ai = ai + 1, computes the new hash chain
Hz(ki||ai), zbs = H(Hz(ki||ai)||Hz−w−1(kbs||abs)). Af-
ter that the base station broadcasts 〈SNi, H

z(ki||ai), zbs〉
and Hz−w−1(kbs||abs) to all existing nodes in the network.
After receiving the broadcasted information, the node
SNi checks the conditions H(Hz−w−1(kbs||abs)) =
Hz−w(kbs||abs) and H(H(ki||ai)||Hz−w−1(kbs||abs)) =
zbs. If these conditions are valid, the node SNi makes
sure that the renewal message from the base station is le-
gitimate. Then the node SNi increases the random number
ai as ai = ai+1 and updates its own broadcasted chain with
Hz(ki||ai). Similarly, other existing nodes also verify the
validity of the broadcasted renewal message from the base
station. This phase is also summarized in Table 9.

Table 9: Renewal of hash chain phase in the Kim-Lee’s
scheme.

Node SNi Base station
〈SNi,Mreq , zi〉−−−−−−−−−−−→
〈Hz−u−1(ki||ai)〉−−−−−−−−−−−−→

〈SNi, H
z(ki||ai), zbs〉←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

〈Hz−w−1(kbs||abs)〉←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

2) Cryptanalysis of the Protocol

Though Kim-Lee’s scheme is the enhancement over Huang’s
scheme [32], Zeng et al. in [71] demonstrates that Kim-Lee’s
scheme is vulnerable to a new node masquerading attack and
a legal node masquerading attack. They showed that an at-
tacker can easily intercept the secret values without being
detected. The more details of these attacks are explained in
[71].
Later, Shen et al. in [57] showed that Kim-Lee’s scheme
is vulnerable to active attacks in authentication and key es-
tablishment phase, new node addition phase and renewal
of hash chain phase. During the authentication and key
establishment phase, when a node SNi sends the mes-
sage 〈SNi, Ai, si〉 to its neighboring node SNj , the at-
tacker can easily intercept Ai and Hz−u−1(ki||ai). In
such case, the adversary can block the correct values of Ai

and Hz−u−1(ki||ai) and resubmit the distorted values A′i
and Hz−u−1(ki||ai)′ after modifying the values of Ai and
Hz−u−1(ki||ai) to node SNj . When the node SNj veri-
fies the verification conditions in this phase, all the equations
will not hold. Similarly, when the node SNj communicates
with node SNi, in a similar way the adversary will be able to

intercept and modify the values of Aj and Hz−v−1(kj ||aj)
to make the authentication unsuccessful. In the similar way,
Shen et al. showed that Kim-Lee’s scheme is also insecure
to such active attacks during new node addition and renewal
of hash chain phases. Thus, Kim-Lee’s scheme is insecure
against several attacks.

E. Review of the Huang’s Scheme [33]

1) Description of the Protocol

Huang’s scheme [33] is based on ECC and the concept of
Schnorr signature [55]. This access control scheme uses
the concept of time bound in which once time period has
elapsed, the sensor nodes in wireless network cannot access
any data for future time period. For that purpose, each node
is given its own expiration time w. A node can achieve
authentication and establishment of secret keys with other
nodes in the time period z if and only if z <= w. Once
the time period z > w elapses, any node is not allowed for
authentication and key establishment with other nodes. This
scheme is discussed briefly as follows.

a. Pre-deployment phase
In this phase, the base station first selects a secret key x and
computes its public key Q = xG over the elliptic curve
Eq(a, b), where G is the base point whose order is n (of at
least 160 bits).
As in [32], it is also assumed that there is a number of v
neighborhood nodes with identities {SN1, SN2, . . . , SNv}
in a designated area. For each node SNi, the base
station generates a random number ri, an expira-
tion time wi(< t) and computes the public value
Ri = riG = (Rxi

, Ryi
), the value si = ri + cix

(modq), where ci = H(SNi||Rxi
||Ryi

||wi). The base
station preloads Eq(a, b), Q, G, n, one-way hash func-
tion H(·), wi, and (Ri, si) to each node SNi’s memory
(i = 1, 2, . . . , r).

b. Authentication and key establishment phase
Let the time period be T . Suppose two nodes SNi and SNj

want to authenticate and establish secret key between them.
Node SNi first generates a random number ti (< n), com-
putes the public value Ai = tiG and sends the message
〈SNi, Ai〉 to node SNj . Similarly, node SNj also gener-
ates a random number tj (< n), computes the public value
Aj = tjG and sends the message 〈SNj , Aj〉 to node SNi.
Node SNi then computes the secret key shared with SNj as
Ki,j = tiAj = (Kxij

,Kyij
) and also computes the signature

zi = ti + eisi (mod q), where ei = H(SNi||Kxij ||Kyij ),
and sends the message 〈zi, Ri, wi〉 to node SNj . Similar-
ly, node SNj also computes the same secret key shared with
SNi as Ki,j = tjAi = (Kxij

,Kyij
). After that SNj com-

putes the signature zj = tj + ejsj (modq), where ej =
H(SNj ||Kxij ||Kyij ), and sends the message 〈zj , Rj , wj〉
to node SNi. Finally, nodes SNi and SNj verify the au-
thenticity of each other using values of zi, zj , wi and wj

as follows. SNi checks whether wj > T and zjG =
Aj + ej(Rj + cjQ), where cj = H(SNj ||Rxj

||Ryj
||wj),

ej = H(SNj ||Kxij ||Kyij ) and Rj = (Rxj , Ryj ). If these
hold, SNi makes sure that SNj is a legitimate. Similar-
ly, node SNj checks whether wi > T and ziG = Ai +
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ei(Ri + ciQ), where ci = H(SNi||Rxi ||Ryi ||wi), ei =
H(SNi||Kxij ||Kyij ) and Ri = (Rxi , Ryi). If these hold,
SNj also makes sure that SNi is a legitimate. The exchanges
of messages in this phase are summarized in Table 10.

Table 10: Authentication and key establishment phase in
Huang’s scheme [33].

Node SNi Node SNj

〈SNi, Ai〉−−−−−−→
〈SNj , Aj〉←−−−−−−−

〈zi, Ri, wi〉−−−−−−−→
〈zj , Rj , wj〉←−−−−−−−−

c. Dynamic node addition phase
The same procedure is applied for a new node Nr+1 deploy-
ment. The base station needs to preload the information as
done in pre-deployment phase for other nodes. After deploy-
ment, the new node performs the above authentication and
key establishment phase in order to authenticate and estab-
lish pairwise

2) Cryptanalysis of the Protocol

Huang’s scheme has fatal weaknesses such as it is insecure a-
gainst active attacks (for example, man-in-the-middle attack-
s). In such an active attack, during the authentication and
key establishment phase an adversary (attacker) can block
the correct Ai and resubmit the distorted A′i to node SNj af-
ter modifying the value of Ai. Node SNi will not be able
to pass the authentication in node SNj , and hence the node
SNj considers the node SNi as an illegitimate node because
the later verification equation cannot hold. On the other hand,
when node SNj communicates with node SNi, the adver-
sary can also intercept and modify the value of Aj , and re-
submit the distorted value of A′j and then the authentication
of node SNj again fails. This attack is described below [9]:
The attacker A first intercepts the message 〈SNi, Ai〉 sent
by node SNi towards node SNj and blocks this message.
Note that it is a computationally hard problem to find ti from
Ai for the attacker due to ECDLP problem. The attacker A
then generates a fresh private key tai (< n) and computes the
public key A′i = taiG. A then sends 〈SNi, A

′
i〉 to node SNj

by replacing Ai by the distorted A′i in the message. Node
SNj then generates secret key tj (< n), computes public
value Aj = tjG over the elliptic curve Eq(a, b), and sends
〈SNj , Aj〉 to node SNi.
A again intercepts the message 〈SNj , Aj〉 and blocks that
message. Since it is a computationally hard problem to find
tj from Aj for the attacker due to ECDLP problem, A then
generates another private key taj (< n), computes a public
value A′j = tajG over the elliptic curve Eq(a, b), and sends
the modified message 〈SNj , A

′
j〉 to node SNi by replacing

Aj by the distorted A′j in the intercepted message.
Now, node SNi will generate the secret key Ki,a = tiA

′
j

= titajG shared with node SNj . However, it is noted that
in practice it is the secret key shared between node SNi and
attacker A. In a similar way, node SNj also generates the
secret key Kj,a = tjA

′
i = tjtaiG shared with SNi, which is

actually the key shared between node SNj and attacker A.
Thus, the attacker A will be able to generate the above two

keys Ki,a = tajAi, which is the key shared with SNi, and
Kj,a = taiAj , which is the key shared with SNj . However,
both nodes SNi and SNj still think that they are sharing only
a single common secret key.
SNi further computes zi = ti + eisi mod q, where ei =
h(SNi||Kxia ||Kyia), Ki,a = (Kxia ,Kyia), si = ri +
cix mod q, ci = h(Ni||Rxi

||Ryi
||wi), Ri = riG =

(Rxi
, Ryi

), and sends the message 〈zi, Ri, wi〉 to node SNj .
A needs not to intercept the message 〈zi, Ri, wi〉. SNj also
sends 〈zj , Rj , wj〉 to SNi, where zj = tj + ejsj mod q,
ej = h(Nj ||Kxja ||Kyja), Kj,a = (Kxja ,Kyja), sj =
rj + cjx mod q, cj = h(Nj ||Rxj

||Ryj
||wj), Rj = rjG =

(Rxj
, Ryj

). Again A needs not to intercept the message
〈zj , Rj , wj〉 and sends the same message to SNi. When SNi

verifies the validity of conditions wj > T and zjG = A′j +
ej(Rj+cjQ), then the later verification does not hold. Thus,
the signature verification fails and node SNi will consider n-
ode SNj as an illegitimate node. Similarly, node SNj also
verifies the conditionswi > T and ziG = A′i+ei(Ri+ciQ).
Again the later verification fails and as a result, the signature
verification also fails and node SNj will consider node SNi

as an illegal node.
The Huang’s scheme can resist sybil attack, wormhole attack
and node replication attack. However, this scheme does not
have any ability to resist false reports injection attack and
node capture attack.

F. Review of the Chatterjee et al.’s Scheme [9]

1) Description of the Protocol

Huang’s scheme [33] is insecure against an active attack
such as man-in-the-middle attack even though its authentica-
tion procedure and common key generation are simple and
efficient. To eliminate such a serious attack, Chatterjee et al.
[9] proposed an enhancement over Huang’s access control
scheme [33]. The authentication and key establishment
phase of their scheme is different from that for Huang’s
scheme. The various phases of their scheme are discussed
below.

a. Pre-deployment phase
Prior to deployment of sensor nodes in a deployment field,
the CA first chooses a set of network parameters which in-
cludes (i) a finite field GF (q), where q is a large odd prime
of at least 160-bits; (ii) an elliptic curve Eq(a, b); (iii) a base
point G in Eq(a, b) whose order is n; (iv) the CA’s private
key x ∈ Z∗n, where Z∗n = {1, 2, . . . , n− 1}; and (v) the CA’s
public key Q = xG. After that each deployed sensor node
SNi is assigned the bootstrapping time Ti and the deploy-
ment version DVi. For each deployed sensor node SNi, the
base station generates a random number ri and then com-
putes Ri = riP = (Rxi

, Ryi
) and si = ri + cix mod q

where ci =H(SNi||Rxi
||Ryi

||Ti||DVi). Finally, the base s-
tation preloads a set of node parameters for each SNi prior to
its deployment in the target field, which contains (i) its own
unique node identifier SNi; (ii) the elliptic curve Eq(a, b);
(iii) the base point P ; (iv) the base station’s public keyQ; (v)
a hash function H(·); (vi) DVi; (vii) Ti; (vii) Ri; (viii) si;
and (ix) the local variable called the latest version checked
(lvci). The deployment version DVi of a node SNi is ini-
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tialized as follows

DVi =


1, ifSNi is deployed during initial

deployment phase
l, ifSNi is deployed during l-th dynamic

nodes addition phase.

Initially, the value of lvci of node SNi is assigned to the
value of DVi.

b. Authentication and key establishment phase
In this phase, after deployment each node first locates its
neighbors in its communication range. Let SNi and SNj

be two neighbors wants to establish a secret key between
them after successful authentication. Node SNi first gen-
erates a random nonce RNi and a random secret num-
ber ti (< n), which is its secret key. SNi computes the
public key Ai = tiP and the public value zi = ti +
si mod q over the elliptic curve, and sends the message
〈SNi, RNi, Ti, DVi, Ai, Ri, zi〉 to SNj . When SNj re-
ceives that message from SNi, SNj verifies the bootstrap-
ping time Ti and deployment version DVi of SNi with its
own Tj and DVj . If Ti = Tj and DVi = DVj , then SNj

considersSNi as legitimate and also ensures that SNj is de-
ployed during the same deployment phase. In this case, both
nodes SNi and SNj are considered as new nodes. Further,
SNj verifies its own lcvj with DVi received in the message.
If lvcj = 1, it means that SNj is deployed during the initial
deployment and if lvcj = l, it means SNj is deployed dur-
ing the l-th dynamic node addition deployment phase. Now,
if Tj > Ti then SNj verifies whether DVj > DVi and
lvcj ≥ DVi. If both are valid, SNi is considered as a le-
gitimate node by SNj . In such a case, SNi is considered as
old node and SNj is new deployed node. Finally, if Tj < Ti,
SNj verifies whether DVj < DVi and lvcj ≤ DVi. If both
conditions hold, SNi is considered as a legitimate node by
SNj , and SNj is considered as old node whereas SNi is
considered as a new deployed node.
For further verification SNj computes ci =
H(SNi||Rxi

||Ryi
||Ti||DVi). SNj then checks the

condition ziP = Ai + (Ri + ciQ). If this condition holds,
SNj also generates a random secret number tj (< n) as its
own secret key, and computes the public key Aj = tjP ,
Kij = tjAi = (Kxij ,Kyij ) over the elliptic curve and
zj = tj + ejsj mod q, where ej = H(SNj ||Kxij ||Kyij ).
It then computes the symmetric secret key SKij =
H(SNi||SNj ||Ti||Tj ||DVi||DVj ||RNi||RNj ||zi||zj ||Kxij

||
Kyij

) shared with SNi. To ensure that SNi will share the
same secret key, SNj uses the challenge-response pro-
tocol as follows. SNj creates a puzzle message, say
PM , computes the encrypted puzzle using its computed
key SKij as ESKij

(PM) and sends 〈SNj ||RNi||RNj

||Tj ||DVj ||Aj ||Rj ||zj ||ESKij
(PM) ||H(SKij ||PM ||RNi

||RNj ||Ti ||Tj ||DVi||DVj)〉 to SNi. SNi first verifies
the received random nonce RNi in the message with its
own previously generated random nonce for authentication
with node SNj . If it holds, SNi verifies the bootstrapping
time Tj and deployment version DVj of SNj with its
own Ti and DVi in a similar way as previously done by
SNj . SNi then computes Kji = tiAj = (Kxji

,Kyji
)

and the same symmetric secret key SKji as SKji =
H(SNi||SNj ||Ti||Tj ||DVi||DVj ||RNi||RNj ||zi||zj ||Kxji ||

Kyji
) shared with SNj . Furthermore, SNi com-

putes cj = H(SNj ||Rxj
||Ryj

||Tj ||DVj) and
ej = H(SNj ||Kxji

||Kyji
). Node SNi then checks whether

the condition zjP = Aj + ej(Rj + cjQ). If it holds, SNj is
accepted as a legitimate node by the node SNi. In addition,
to solve the puzzle, SNi first decrypts the encrypted puzzle
ESKij

(PM) using its own computed secret key SKji and
then retrieves the puzzle as PM ′ = DSKji

(ESKij
(PM)). It

computes H(SKji||PM ′||RNi||RNj ||Ti||Tj ||DVi||DVj)
using the retrieved puzzle PM ′, its own computed key
SKji, its own previously generated random nonce RNi

and its timestamp Ti and deployment version DVi. If this
computed hash value matches with the incoming hash value
received in the message, SNi ensures that the node SNj

shares the same secret key with it. In this way, the secret
key SKij is stored by both nodes in their memory for future
secret communication between them. When each node
SNi authenticates and establishes secret keys with its all
neighbors nodes, it updates its local version checked variable
(lvci) as lvci = lvci + 1 in order to prevent attacks. The
transmission of messages during the authentication and key
establishment phase is summarized in Table 11 .

Table 11: Authentication and key establishment phase in
Chatterjee et al.’s scheme [9].

Node SNi Node SNj

〈SNi, RNi, Ti, DVi,−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Ai, Ri, zi〉

〈SNj ||RNi||RNj ||Tj ||DVj ||Aj ||Rj ||zj←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
||ESKij

(PM)||H(SKij ||PM ||
RNi||RNj ||Ti||Tj ||DVi||DVj)〉

c. Dynamic node addition phase
For new node deployment, the base station needs to preload
the information as done in pre-deployment phase for other
nodes. After deployment, the new node performs the above
authentication and key establishment phase in order to au-
thenticate and establish pairwise secret keys with its existing
neighbor nodes in the network.

2) Cryptanalysis of the Protocol

In this scheme, after successful authentication the shared
symmetric secret keys are established for each pair of neigh-
bor nodes in the network. These secret keys are different for
each pair of neighbor nodes and then used to secure commu-
nications. Thus, the external adversaries are prevented from
injecting false reports into the sensor network.
If a sensor node is compromised, then an attacker has the a-
bility to compromise secret keys of its neighbor nodes only.
As in this scheme the established secret keys among sensor
nodes are different throughout the network, the effect of a
captured node does not essentially lead to compromise se-
cure communications among non-compromised nodes in the
network. As a result, this scheme is unconditionally secure
against node capture attacks.
If an adversary intercepts the message transmitted from SNi

to SNj , then due to difficulty of solving ECDLP it is com-
putationally infeasible to change Ai and zi in the intercepted
message 〈SNi, RNi, Ti, DVi, Ai, Ri, zi〉. Similarly, the at-
tacker does not have any ability to change Aj and zj in the
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reply message from SNj to SNi due to difficulty of solving
ECDLP. As a result, the man-in-the-middle attack is prevent-
ed in this scheme.
This scheme is also secure against sybil attack, because this
scheme uses the proper bootstrapping time and deployment
version. New malicious deployed nodes are also prevent-
ed from falsifying the latest bootstrapping time and deploy-
ment version because for computing zi for node SNi, an
attacker requires to compute si = ri + cix mod q, where
ci = H(SNi||Rxi

||Ryi
||Ti||DVi), which is a difficult prob-

lem as x is the private key of the base station.
This scheme has further ability to withstand wormhole attack
because for each sensor node SNi only the base station can
generate si = ri + cix mod q and zi = ti + si, where
Ri = (Rxi

, Ryi
) such that the signature verification ziP =

Ai + (Ri + ciQ) by its neighbor node SNj holds and also
the signature verification zjP = Aj + ej(Rj + cjQ) by SNi

holds, where sj = rj+cjx mod q, zj = tj+ejsj and ej =
H(SNj ||Kxij ||Kyij ). As the private key x is only known to
base station, so an attacker does not have any ability to forge
the base station to deploy new malicious nodes in the sensor
network.

VII. Simulation for Formal Security Verifi-
cation of the Existing Access Control
Schemes using AVISPA tool

In this section, we analyze the formal security of all the ex-
isting access control schemes using the AVISPA tool, called
the Automated Validation of Internet Security Protocols and
Applications.

A. AVISPA

AVISPA is a widely-accepted push-button tool for the au-
tomated validation of Internet security-sensitive protocol-
s and applications [9], [47], [15]. AVISPA contains four
back-ends: On-the-fly Model-Checker (OFMC), Constraint-
Logic-based Attack Searcher (CL-AtSe), SAT-based Model-
Checker (SATMC) and Tree Automata based on Automat-
ic Approximations for the Analysis of Security Protocols
(TA4SP). OFMC performs several symbolic techniques to
explore the state space in a demand-driven way. CL-AtSe
provides a translation from any security protocol specifica-
tion written as transition relation in intermediate format into
a set of constraints which are effectively used to find whether
there are attacks on protocols. SATMC builds a proposition-
al formula and then the formula is fed to a state-of-the-art
SAT solver to verify whether there is an attack or not. Fi-
nally, TA4SP is a back-end which approximates the intruder
knowledge by using regular tree languages.
Protocols analyzed by the AVISPA tool need to be specified
in a language called HLPSL (High Level Protocols Specifi-
cation Language). It is based on roles: basic roles for rep-
resenting each participant role, and composition of roles for
representing scenarios of basic roles. Each role is also in-
dependent from the other, getting some initial information
by parameters, communicating with the other roles by chan-
nels. The output format (OF) of AVISPA is generated using
one of the back-ends. When the analysis of a protocol has
been successful (by finding an attack or not), the output de-

scribes precisely what is the result, and under what condi-
tions it has been obtained. In the OF, the first printed section
SUMMARY indicates whether the tested protocol is safe, un-
safe, or whether the analysis is inconclusive, and the second
section DETAILS either explains under what condition the
tested protocol is declared safe, or what conditions have been
used for finding an attack, or finally why the analysis was in-
conclusive. Other sections such as PROTOCOL, GOAL and
BACKEND are the name of the protocol, the goal of the anal-
ysis and the name of the back-end used, respectively. After
comments and statistics, the trace of an attack (if any) is also
printed in an Alice-Bob format.

role alice (SNi, SNj, CA: agent,

    H, F: hash_func,

    Snd, Rcv: channel(dy))

played_by SNi 

def=

local      

State:nat,

Si,Sj,K,G,Ki,Kj:text,

Ti,Tj,Li,Lj,RNi,RNj,V:text

const  si_ki_private, sj_kj_private, k_private, alice_bob, 

       bob_alice:protocol_id

init State:=0

transition

1.State=0 /\ Rcv(start) =|> 

  State’:= 1 /\ secret({Si,Ki},si_ki_private,SNi)

     /\ secret({Sj,Kj},sj_kj_private,SNj)

     /\ secret({K},k_private,CA)

     /\ Snd(SNi,Ti,Li,F(Si.G).F(Ki.G).F(Ki.

                   H(SNi.Ti.Li.F(Si.G)).F(K.F(Ki.G))))

2.State = 1  /\ Rcv(SNj,Tj,Lj,F(Sj.G).F(Kj.G).F(Kj.

              H(SNj.Tj.Lj.F(Sj.G)).F(K.F(Kj.G))))=|>

   State’:=3 /\ V’:=F(F(Kj.H(SNj.Tj.Lj.F(Sj.G)).

   F(K.F(Kj.G))).G.H(SNj.Tj.Lj.F(Sj.G)).F(K.F(Kj.G)))

 

3. State=3    /\ not(V’=F(Kj.G))=|>

   State’:=9

  

4.State = 3  /\ V’=F(Kj.G)=|>

  State’:= 5 /\ RNi’:=new()

             /\ Snd(SNj,SNi,{RNi’}_F(Si.F(Sj.G)))

     /\ witness(SNi,SNj,alice_bob,RNi’)

     /\ request(SNi,SNj,alice_bob,RNi’)

5.State = 5  /\ Rcv(SNi,SNj,RNi,{RNj’}_F(Sj.F(Si.G))) =|>

  State’:= 7 /\ Snd(SNj,SNi,RNj)

end role

Figure. 4: Role of the initiator, sensor node SNi for Zhou et
al.’s scheme

B. Specifying the Protocols

We have implemented the existing access control schemes
[72], [35], [32], [38], [33], [9] for the authentication and
key establishment phase under AVISPA model checkers. In
this paper, we only provide the detailed implementation of
the Zhou et al.’s scheme [72] for convenience of better un-
derstanding. In this protocol model, there are two basic
roles, alice and bob which represent the participants: sen-
sor nodes SNi and SNj , respectively. In Figure 4, we have
given the specification in HLPSL language for the role of
the initiator, the node SNi. SNi first receives the start sig-
nal and changes its state from 0 to 1 and sends the message
〈SNi, Ti, Li, Pi, Ci, ci〉 to SNj with the Snd( ) operation. It
then waits to receive the message 〈SNj , Tj , Lj , Pj , Cj , cj〉
from SNj from the Rcv( ) action. Here, the type declara-
tion channel (dy) declares that the channel for the Dolev-
Yao threat model (as described in Section IV) [22]. Hence
the intruder has the ability to intercept, analyze, and/or mod-
ify messages transmitted over the insecure channel. When
SNi receives the message from SNj it immediately changes
its state to 3 and verifies if V = Cj and if so, it sends the
message 〈SNj , SNi, EPKi,j

[RNi]〉 to SNj by generating a
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role bob (SNi, SNj, CA: agent,

  H, F:hash_func,

  Snd, Rcv: channel(dy))

played_by SNj 

def=

local      

State:nat,

Si,Sj,K,G,Ki,Kj:text,

Ti,Tj,Li,Lj,RNi,RNj,V:text

const  si_ki_private, sj_kj_private, k_private, alice_bob, 

       bob_alice:protocol_id

init State:=0

transition

1.State = 0 /\ Rcv(SNi,Ti,Li,F(Si.G).F(Ki.G).F(Ki.

            H(SNi.Ti.Li.F(Si.G)).F(K.F(Ki.G))))=|>

   State’:= 2 /\ V’:=F(F(Ki.H(SNi.Ti.Li.F(Si.G)).

  F(K.F(Ki.G))).G.H(SNi.Ti.Li.F(Si.G)).F(K.F(Ki.G)))

  

2.  State = 2   /\ not(V’=F(Ki.G))=|>

    State’:= 8

3. State = 2   /\ V’=F(Ki.G)=|>

   State’:= 4  /\ secret({Si,Ki},si_ki_private,SNi)

       /\ secret({Sj,Kj},sj_kj_private,SNj)

       /\ secret({K},k_private,CA)

       /\ Snd(SNj,Tj,Lj,F(Sj.G).F(Kj.G)

          .F(Kj.H(SNj.Tj.Lj.F(Sj.G)).F(K.F(Kj.G))))

  

4. State = 4  /\ Rcv(SNj,SNi,{RNi’}_F(Si.F(Sj.G)))=|>

   State’:= 6 /\ RNj’:= new()

              /\ Snd(SNi,SNj,RNi,{RNj’}_F(Sj.F(Si.G)))

              /\ witness(SNj,SNi,bob_alice,RNj’)

      /\ request(SNj,SNi,bob_alice,RNj’)

5.State = 6   /\ Rcv(SNj,SNi,RNj)=|>

  State’:= 8

end role

Figure. 5: Role of the responder, sensor node SNj for Zhou
et al.’s scheme

random nonce RNi at state 5. Finally, it waits to receive the
message 〈SNi, SNj , RNi, EPKi,j

[RNj ]〉 from SNj , sends
the acknowledgment 〈SNj , SNi, RNj〉 to SNj at state 7 and
terminates in this state.
In Figure 5, we have shown the specification in HLPSL
language for the role of the responder, the node SNj .
After receiving the message 〈SNi, Ti, Li, Pi, Ci, ci〉 from
SNi, SNj sends the message 〈SNj , Tj , Lj , Pj , Cj , cj〉
to SNi. Again, when SNj will receive the mes-
sage 〈SNj , SNi, EPKi,j

[RNi]〉 from SNi, SNj

verifies the certificate and sends back the message
〈SNi, SNj , RNi, EPKi,j [RNj ]〉 to SNi.
The specifications in HLPSL language for the role of ses-
sion and environment are specified in Figure 6. In the ses-
sion segment, all the basic roles: alice and bob are instanced
with concrete arguments. The top-level role (Environment)
is always defined. This role contains global constants and a
composition of one or more sessions, where the intruder may
play some roles as legitimate user. The intruder (i) also par-
ticipates in the execution of protocol as a concrete session.
The current version of HLPSL supports the standard authen-
tication and secrecy goals. In the Zhou et al.’s scheme, the
following three secrecy goals and two authentications are
verified:

• secrecy of si ki private: It represents that si and ki are
kept secret to SNi.

• secrecy of sj kj private: It represents that sj and kj are
secret to SNj .

• secrecy of k private: It represents that k is secret to the
CA.

• authentication on alice bob: SNi generates a random
nonce RNi where RNi is only known to SNi. If SNj

gets RNi from the message from SNi, SNj authenti-
cates SNi.

role session(SNi, SNj, CA: agent,

             H, F: hash_func)

def=

local Sa, Ra, Sb, Rb:channel(dy)

const si_ki_private, sj_kj_private, 

      k_private, alice_bob, 

      bob_alice: protocol_id

composition

        alice(SNi,SNj,CA,H,F,Sa,Ra)

     /\ bob(SNi,SNj,CA,H,F,Sb,Rb)

end role

role environment()

def=

  const sni, snj, ca: agent,

        h, f: hash_func,

g: text,

        ti, tj, li, lj: text,

si_private, sj_private, k_private, 

        alice_bob, bob_alice: protocol_id

intruder_knowledge = {sni,snj,ca,h,f,g,ti,

                      tj,li,lj}

composition

   session(sni,snj,ca,h,f)

/\ session(snj,sni,ca,h,f)

end role

goal

secrecy_of si_ki_private

secrecy_of sj_kj_private

secrecy_of k_private   

authentication_on alice_bob

authentication_on bob_alice

end goal

environment()

Figure. 6: Role of session and environment for Zhou et al.’s
scheme

• authentication on bob alice: SNj generates a random
nonce RNj , where RNj is only known to SNj . If SNi

receives RNj from the message from SNj , SNi au-
thenticates SNj .
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Figure. 7: The results of the analysis using OFMC and AtSe
for the Zhou et al.scheme [72]

C. Analysis of Results

We have chosen the back-ends OFMC and Cl-AtSe for an ex-
ecution test and a bounded number of sessions model check-
ing [6]. For the replay attack checking, the back-ends check
whether the legitimate agents can execute the specified pro-
tocol by performing a search of a passive intruder. After that
the back-ends give the intruder the knowledge of some nor-
mal sessions between the legitimate agents [62], [47]. For the
Dolev-Yao model check, the back-ends check whether there
is any man-in-the-middle attack possible by the intruder.
We have simulated all the discussed existing schemes under
both the back-ends OFMC and Cl-AtSe. The formal verifi-
cation analysis of the Zhou et al.’s scheme shown in Figure 7
ensures that it is secure against replay and man-in-the-middle
attacks.
We have simulated the Huang-Liu’s scheme [35] under both
the back-ends OFMC and Cl-AtSe. The formal verification
analysis of the Huang-Liu’s scheme shown in Figure 8 also
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(a,3) −> i: h(Ti(1).dummy_nonce).h(h(Ti(1).dummy_nonce)

            .h(h(h(h(dummy_nonce))))).a

% Reached State:

% 

% request(a,b,ni_nj,x1003,3)

% contains(dummy_nonce,set_79)

% contains(Ti(1),set_79)

% contains(dummy_nonce,set_80)

% contains(Tj(1),set_80)

% contains(h(h(h(h(dummy_nonce)))),x233)

% contains(h(h(h(h(dummy_nonce)))),x1003)

% state_bob(a,b,h,1,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,

   dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,set_104,set_105,6)

% state_alice(b,a,h,0,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,

  dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,set_99,set_100,6)

% state_alice(a,b,h,2,dummy_nonce,Ti(1),Tj(1),dummy_nonce,

  dummy_nonce,set_79,set_80,3)

% state_bob(b,a,h,1,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,

  dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,set_91,set_92,3)

% witness(a,b,ni_nj,x233)

% secret(set_80,nj_Private,b)

% secret(set_79,ni_Private,a)
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ATTACK TRACE

 i −> (b,6):  start

 (b,6) −> i:  

{n11(Ti).dummy_nonce}_h.

{{n11(Ti).dummy_nonce}_h.{{{{dummy_nonce}_h}_h}_h}_h}_h.b

& Secret(set_100,a);  Secret(set_99,b);

& Witness(b,a,ni_nj,Set_27(11));  Request(b,a,ni_nj,Set_29(11));

& Add dummy_nonce to set_99;  Add n11(Ti) to set_99;

& Add dummy_nonce to set_100;  Add n11(Tj) to set_100;

& Add {{{{dummy_nonce}_h}_h}_h}_h to Set_27(11);

& Add {{{{dummy_nonce}_h}_h}_h}_h to Set_29(11);

Figure. 9: The results of the analysis using OFMC and AtSe for the Huang’s scheme [32]
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Figure. 8: The results of the analysis using OFMC and AtSe
for the Huang-Liu’s scheme [35]

ensures that it is secure against replay and man-in-the-middle
attacks.
We have analyzed the Huang’s scheme [32] using the back-
ends OFMC and Cl-AtSe. The results in Figure 9 show that
this scheme is insecure against replay and man-in-the-middle
attacks. This is clear from the attack traces produced by both
OFMC and Cl-AtSe.
We have performed the formal security analysis of the re-
cently proposed Chatterjee et al’s scheme [9] under both the
back-ends OFMC and Cl-AtSe. The analysis of the result-
s available in Figure 10 ensures that this scheme is secure
against both replay and man-in-the-middle attacks.
We have then simulated the Kim-Lee’s scheme [38] under
both the back-ends OFMC and Cl-AtSe. It is noted that the
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Figure. 10: The results of the analysis using OFMC and
AtSe for the Chatterjee et al.’s scheme [9]

formal verification analysis of this scheme shown in Fig-
ure 11 ensures that it is unsafe against replay and man-in-
the-middle attacks, which are evident from the attack traces
available in this figure.
Finally, we have simulated the Huang’s scheme [33] under
both the back-ends OFMC and Cl-AtSe. It is clear that the
formal verification analysis of this scheme shown in Figure
12 ensures that it is unsafe against replay and man-in-the-
middle attacks, which are evident from the attack traces pro-
duced in this figure by the back-ends.
We have compared the results of the formal security analysis
of all schemes for in Table 12. From this table it is clear that
the Zhou et al.’s scheme, the Huang-Liu’s scheme and the
Chatterjee et al.’s scheme are safe, while the Huang’s scheme
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% Reached State:

% 

% request(a,b,ni_nj,Ai(1),3)

% contains(dummy_nonce,set_79)

% contains(Ti(1),set_79)

% contains(dummy_nonce,set_80)

% contains(Tj(1),set_80)

% state_bob(a,b,h,1,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,

dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,set_100,

set_101,6)

% state_alice(b,a,h,0,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,

dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,set_97,

set_98,6)

% state_alice(a,b,h,2,dummy_nonce,Ti(1),Tj(1),dummy_nonce,

dummy_nonce,Ai(1),dummy_nonce,set_79,set_80,3)
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  _h}_h}_h}_h}_h.b

& Secret(set_98,a);  Secret(set_97,b);

& Witness(b,a,ni_nj,n11(Ai));  Request(b,a,ni_nj,n11(Ai));

& Add dummy_nonce to set_97;  Add n11(Ti) to set_97;

& Add dummy_nonce to set_98;  Add n11(Tj) to set_98;

Figure. 11: The results of the analysis using OFMC and AtSe for the Kim-Lee’s scheme [38]
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% Reached State:

% 

% secret(dummy_nonce,subs,bs)

% secret(dummy_nonce,subs1,sni)

% secret(dummy_nonce,subs2,snj)

% witness(sni,snj,alice_bob_ti,Ti(1))

% state_bob(snj,sni,bs,h,f,0,dummy_nonce,

dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,

dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,6)

% state_alice(snj,sni,bs,h,f,0,dummy_nonce,

dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce, dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,

dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,6)

% state_alice(sni,snj,bs,h,f,2,Ti(2),Ti(1),

dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,

dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,3)

% state_bob(sni,snj,bs,h,f,0,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,

dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,

dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce,3)

SUMMARY

  UNSAFE

DETAILS

  ATTACK_FOUND

  TYPED_MODEL

PROTOCOL

  C:\progra~1\SPAN\testsuite\results\

     Huang2011_access_control.if

GOAL

  Secrecy attack on (dummy_nonce)

BACKEND

  CL−AtSe

STATISTICS

  Analysed   : 7 states

  Reachable  : 5 states

  Translation: 0.03 seconds

  Computation: 0.00 seconds

ATTACK TRACE

 i −> (sni,3):  start

 (sni,3) −> i:  

  {n1(Ti).dummy_nonce}_h.sni

  & Witness(sni,snj,alice_bob_ti,n1(Ti));

 i −> (sni,3):  {n1(Ti).dummy_nonce}_h.snj

 (sni,3) −> i:  {n2(Ti).{{sni.{n2(Ti).

            {n1(Ti).dummy_nonce}_h}_f}_h

.{dummy_nonce.{sni.{dummy_nonce.dummy_nonce}_h

.dummy_nonce}_h.dummy_nonce}_f}_f}_f.

{dummy_nonce.dummy_nonce}_h.dummy_nonce

& Secret(dummy_nonce,snj);  

Secret(dummy_nonce,sni);

& Secret(dummy_nonce,bs);

Figure. 12: The results of the analysis using OFMC and AtSe for the Huang’s scheme [33]
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[32], the Huang’s scheme [33] and Kim-Lee’s scheme are
unsafe.

Table 12: Summary of the results of analysis using OFMC
and AtSe model checkers for existing schemes

Scheme Results using OFMC and AtSe
Zhou et al. [72] Safe
Huang-Liu [35] Safe
Huang [32] Unsafe
Kim-Lee [38] Unsafe
Huang [33] Unsafe
Chatterjee et al. [9] Safe

VIII. Functionality Features and Performance
Analysis of Different Access Control
Schemes

In this section, we critically analyze the computational cost,
communication cost and storage cost required for different
existing access control schemes. We then thoroughly ana-
lyze the security analysis of different existing access con-
trol schemes. Finally, we make an overall comparison of
functionality features and performance analysis of existing
schemes.

A. Cost Analysis

1) Computational Cost

For analyzing the computational overhead for all schemes
during the authentication and key establishment phase, we
use the notations used in Table 13.

Table 13: Notations used for analysis of computational cost.
Symbol Description
Th Time for performing a one-way hash function

H(·), for example SHA-1
Tenc Time for performing a symmetric-key encryption

(AES encryption)
Tdec Time for performing a symmetric-key decryption

(AES decryption)
Tecm Time for performing a point-multiplication

in elliptic curve Eq(a, b)
Teca Time for performing a point-addition

in elliptic curve Eq(a, b)
Tecenc Time for performing an encryption using ECC
Tecdec Time for performing a decryption using ECC
Tmul Time for executing a modular multiplication

over finite field GF (2163)
Tadd Time for executing a modular addition

in GF (2163)
Ti Time for executing a modular inversion

in GF (2163)

The point multiplication and modular inverse operations over
an elliptic curve are computational expensive, whereas hash-
ing computation is more efficient than those computations
[33]. Moreover, elliptic curve encryption and decryption are
computationally expensive as compared to those for symmet-
ric key encryption and decryption (for example, AES encryp-
tion and decryption). In order to have a rough estimation of
the computational complexity, we measure the computation-
al cost of different access control schemes in terms of Tmul

as in [68]. The rough estimation of different operations in
terms of Tmul are given in Table 14.

Table 14: Time complexity of various operations in terms of
Tmul

Tecm ≈ 1200Tmul Teca ≈ 5Tmul Ti ≈ 3Tmul

Tadd is negligible Th ≈ 0.36Tmul Tenc ≈ 0.15Tmul

Tdec ≈ 0.15Tmul Tecenc ≈ 2405Tmul Tecdec ≈ 1205Tmul

The quantitative analysis of [41] shows that the computation
of a point multiplication requires approximately 1200 field
multiplications; an elliptic curve point addition requires one
field inversion and two field multiplications; the computation
of a field inversion requires approximately three field multi-
plications; the computation of elliptic curve encryption and
decryption require approximately 2405 and 1205 field mul-
tiplications respectively [56], [20]; and the cost of field ad-
dition is negligible. Further, it is noted that a 1024-bit mod-
ular multiplication takes 41 times longer than a field multi-
plication in finite field GF (2163). The results of Wong et
al. [66] show the speed for AES encryption and decryption,
hash function using SHA-1 and 1024-bit modular multiplica-
tion and the results are Tenc ≈ 0.15Tmul, Tdec ≈ 0.15Tmul

and Th ≈ 0.36Tmul.
We compare the computational complexity using both for-
mulated results and rough quantitative analysis in Table 15.
From this table it is clear that Zhou et al.’s scheme is very
expensive in terms of computational cost compared to oth-
er schemes during the authentication and key establishmen-
t phase. However, Huang-Liu’s scheme requires minimum
computational cost during the authentication and key estab-
lishment phase.

Table 15: Comparison of computational costs among differ-
ent access control schemes.

Scheme Formulated result Rough estimation
[72] 3Tecm + Ti + Th 7213Tmul

+2Tecenc/Tecdec

[35] 5Th 2Tmul

[32] 2Tecm + 4Th 2401Tmul

[38] 2Tecm + 9Th 2409Tmul

[33] 5Tecm + 4Th 6001Tmul

[9] 4Tecm + 4Th 5401Tmul

2) Communication Cost

For analysis of communication costs in terms of number of
bits and number of packets required for different access con-
trol schemes, we use Table 16.

Table 16: Bit size of different parameters used in various
access control schemes.

Type Bit size
Node identifier (SNi) 16
Bootstrapping time (Ti) 32
Length of bootstrapping phase (Li) 16
Random number 32
Hash value (SHA-1) 160
Prime number (q) 160
ECC parameter, a 160
ECC parameter, b 160
ECC signature 320
Order of base point (n) 160
Expiration time (wi) 32
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Based on the number of bits used in different parameter-
s, we have calculated the total number of bits required for
all the messages during all the phases for each access con-
trol scheme. In order to calculate the number of packets re-
quired for transmission of a message during authentication
and key establishment phase, and dynamic nodes addition
phase for different access control schemes, we have used C-
C2420 transceiver [2]. CC2420 transceiver supports a packet
of size 128 bytes, that is, 1024 bits. The results are shown in
Table 17.

Table 17: Comparison of communication costs among dif-
ferent access control schemes.

Scheme I1 I2
[72] 15232 20
[35] 1664 7
[32] 3904 10
[38] 4136 12
[33] 3392 8
[9] 4192 6

I1 : Total number of bits transmission required for messages of all phases
for schemes; I2 : Total number of packets transmissions during authenti-
cation and key establishment phase, and dynamic nodes addition phase for
schemes.

In wireless sensor networks, the transmission energy con-
sumption rate approximately over three orders of magnitude
greater than the energy consumption rates for computing [7].
From Table 17, it is also clear to note that the Zhou et al.’s
scheme requires a lot of communication overhead compared
with the Huang-Liu’s scheme, the Huang’s scheme, the Kim-
Lee’s scheme, the Huang’s new scheme and the Chatterjee et
al.’s scheme. Moreover, the Huang-Liu’s scheme, the Chat-
terjee et al.’s scheme and the Huang’s new scheme [33] out-
perform in term of communication overhead compared to
the Zhou et al.’s scheme, the Huang’s scheme and the Kim-
Lee’s scheme, because those schemes require a few num-
ber of packet transmissions only. However, the Huang-Liu’s
scheme, the Huang’s scheme [32] and the Kim-Lee’s scheme
need the involvement of the base station during the authenti-
cation and key establishment phase too, whereas the Huang’s
new scheme [33], the Chatterjee et al.’s scheme and the Zhou
et al.’s scheme [72] do not require to involve the base station
during that phase.

3) Storage Cost

We have calculated the storage requirement for each sensor
node required to store the necessary information for authenti-
cation and key establishment process prior to its deployment
in the target field. We have again used Table 16 for calcu-
lating the storage requirements for different access control
schemes. The results are then given in Table 18.
It is again noted that the Huang-Liu’s scheme requires mini-
mum amount of storage space for storing necessary informa-
tion for a sensor node prior to its deployment as compared
with that for other schemes. However, due to involvement of
the base station after deployment of nodes in the network, the
Huang-Liu’s scheme [35], the Huang’s scheme [32] and the
Kim-Lee’s scheme [38] require to store all the broadcasted
information and renewable of hash chain (applicable for the
Kim-Lee’s scheme [38]) for all other nodes. As a result, the
Huang-Liu’s scheme [35], the Huang’s scheme [32] and the

Table 18: Comparison of storage costs among different ac-
cess control schemes.

Scheme Storage complexity required to
store information prior to a node’s

deployment (in bits)
[72] 1824
[35] 496
[32] 1456
[38] 1616
[33] 1648
[9] 1664

Kim-Lee’s scheme [38] are not scalable, whereas the Zhou
et al.’s scheme [72], the Huang’s new scheme [33] and the
Chatterjee et al.’s scheme [9] are scalable as these schemes
do not involve the base station after nodes deployment in the
network for supporting a large-scale network.

Table 19: Comparison of various security attacks among dif-
ferent access control schemes.

Scheme I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7
[72] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
[35] Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes No
[32] Yes Yes Yes No No No No
[38] Yes Yes Yes No No No No
[33] Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No
[9] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

I1 : Whether resists sybil attack or not; I2 : Whether resists wormhole at-
tack or not; I3 : Whether resists node replication attack or not; I4 : Whether
resists man-in-the-middle attack/replay attack or not; I5 : Whether resists
new node masquerading attack or not; I6 : Whether resists false reports in-
jection attack or not; I7 : Whether resilient against node capture attack or
not.

B. Security Analysis

The security analysis of various access control schemes is
shown in Table 19. It is noted that the Zhou et al.’s scheme
is secure against several attacks excluding the resilience a-
gainst node capture attack and the Chatterjee et al.’s scheme
is highly secure against different attacks as compared to oth-
er existing schemes. All the schemes except the Chatterjee
et al.’s scheme are not resilient against node capture attacks.
However, the Huang’s scheme [32], the Kim-Lee’s scheme
and the Huang’s new scheme [33] are not resistant against
active attacks such as man-in-the-middle attacks and replay
attacks.

C. Overall Comparison

Finally, we have compared different access control schemes
based on the four security requirements (SR1, SR2, SR3 and
SR4) and seven functionality requirements (FR1, FR2, FR3,
FR4, FR5, FR6 and FR7) defined in Section III. All these re-
quirements for different existing access control schemes are
summarized in Tables 20 and 21.
Table 20 shows that the Zhou et al.’s scheme protects SR1
(false reports injection attacks), SR2 (man-in-the-middle at-
tacks) and SR4 (new node deployment attacks including ma-
licious node deployment attack, sybil attack, node replica-
tion attack and wormhole attack), whereas their scheme is not
secure against SR3 (resilience against node capture attack).
The Huang-Liu’s scheme protects SR1 and SR2, but their
scheme is not secure against SR3 and SR4. The Huang’s
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scheme [32] and the Kim-Lee’s scheme are not secure a-
gainst all SR1, SR2, SR3 and SR4. The Huang’s scheme
[33] is secure against SR4, but it is insecure against SR1, S-
R2 and SR3. Finally, the Chatterjee et al.’s scheme protects
against SR1, SR2, SR3 and SR4.

Table 20: Comparison of security requirements among dif-
ferent access control schemes.

Scheme SR1 SR2 SR3 SR4
[72] Yes Yes No Yes
[35] Yes Yes No No
[32] No No No No
[38] No No No No
[33] No No No Yes
[9] Yes Yes Yes Yes

From Table 21, we see that all schemes support FR1 (dynam-
ic node addition) after initial deployment of nodes such that
existing deployed nodes do not require to change or update
their stored information in order to authenticate and estab-
lish secret pairwise keys with new deployed nodes and FR2
(mutual authentication) for establishing secret keys between
any two neighbor nodes in the network. The functionality
requirement FR3 (network connectivity) is supported by al-
l schemes, because all the schemes can establish pairwise
secret keys with their neighbors after successful authenti-
cation. The Zhou et al.’s scheme requires high communi-
cation overhead (FR4) as compared to other schemes such
as the Huang-Liu’s scheme, the Huang’s scheme [32], the
Kim-Lee’s scheme, the Huang’s new scheme [33] and the
Chatterjee et al.’s scheme [9]. The Zhou et al.’s scheme a-
gain requires high computational overhead (FR5) and storage
overhead (FR6) as compared to other schemes. However, the
Huang-Liu’s scheme requires low communication overhead
(FR4), computational overhead (FR5) and storage overhead
(FR6) as compared to other schemes. Due to involvement of
the base station during authentication and key establishmen-
t phase, dynamic node addition phase as well as renewable
of hash chain phase, the Huang-Liu’s scheme, the Huang’s
scheme [32] and the Kim-Lee’s scheme are not scalable and
hence they do not support a large number of sensor nodes in
the network. On the other hand, the Zhou et al.’s scheme, the
Huang’s new scheme [33] and the Chatterjee et al.’s scheme
are effective in supporting a large-scale network and as a re-
sult they are also scalable.

Table 21: Comparison of functional requirements among d-
ifferent access control schemes.

FR1 FR2 FR3 FR4 FR5 FR6 FR7
[72] Yes Yes High High High High High
[35] Yes Yes High Low Low Low Low
[32] Yes Yes High Medium Medium Medium Low
[38] Yes Yes High Medium Medium Medium Low
[33] Yes Yes High Low High Medium High
[9] Yes Yes High Medium Medium Medium High

IX. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an overview of state of the
art of access control protocols in wireless sensor networks

available up-to date in the literature. We have defined the se-
curity and functionality requirements an ideal access control
scheme should satisfy and achieve. We have described the
existing access control schemes and based on the threat mod-
el, different attacks on schemes are presented in this paper
which are done by other researchers and also done by us. We
have analyzed thoroughly the communication cost, computa-
tional cost and storage cost required for each sensor node for
access control in the network. We have then done the securi-
ty and functionality comparison of schemes based on all de-
fined security requirements and functionality requirements.
We have shown that only the Zhou et al.’s scheme and the
Chatterjee et al.’s scheme are secure against various attacks.
The Zhou et al.’s scheme is not secure against the node cap-
ture attack, whereas all other schemes except the Chatterjee
et al.’s scheme are insecure against most attacks. Though the
Huang-Liu’s scheme is very efficient in terms of communica-
tion, computation and storage requirements, it is insecure a-
gainst various attacks. Due to involvement of the base station
during authentication and key establishment phase, dynamic
node addition phase and renewable of hash chain phase, the
schemes (except the Zhou et al.’s scheme, the Huang’s new
scheme [33] and the Chatterjee et al.’s scheme) are not scal-
able in order to support large-scale sensor network. More-
over, the Zhou et al.’s scheme requires high communication,
computation and storage requirements though it is more se-
cure than most of the other existing schemes. Therefore,
there is a need to look into the security and functionality
goals in designing access control schemes in future research.
Unfortunately, most of the schemes can not satisfy all the se-
curity requirements and achieve all the functionality require-
ments. Finally, we hope that our review work presented in
this paper will provide a better understanding of the securi-
ty challenges of access control, and pave the way for future
research in this direction.
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